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ISSUES

:USB ATHL ETICS OUT OF BOUNDS
Did coach.es push drugs Ionr sttudents?

By Michael Yeh

A member of the Stony Brook Seawolves
has filed a lawsuit against the state after a coach's
advice nearly put her in the hospital.

Former Stony Brook basketball player
Tina Farley has charged assistant coach Heath
Olson with pressuring her to take an over-the-
couter drug to "increase [her] stamina and speed."

Olson allegedly gave her Mini Thin Asthma
Relief Bronchodilator and Expectorant, a preparation
containing ephedrine and guaifenesin, two perfor-
mance-enhancing drugs banned in the Olympic
Games. "They weren't pleased with my abilities," said
Farley, "and they thought this would be the cure."

As a player for the Sachem High School
Flaming Arrows, she earned All-League, All-County,
and All-Long Island titles. She was also named Most
Valuable Player at the 1995-1996 Suffolk County
playoffs, and MVP of the Sachem team.

Parley was hesitant to take these drugs at
first, since she was already taking ventolin, a pre-
scription asthma drug. But she trusted her coach,
who claimed to have used the preparation himself
in his college years. Although she felt some
improvement in her running ability, she also suf-
fered serious side effects. "I had heart palpitations
and became drowsy, and I just wasn't feeling like
myself," said Parley.

Since the incident, Farley has left the bas-
ketball team. Last December, Farley filed a notice
of intent to sue the state of New York for her
injuries and for lost scholarship benefits.

By Norman Solomon

"Truth is the most valuable thing we have,"
Mark Twain wrote. "Let us economize it." In that
spirit, today's journalists end to be frugal.

Since most news professionals want to be
ahead of the curve without seeming out of step,
it's not too soon to put together a boiler plate
story about major events of 1998. The details can
be adjusted later. So, here goes:

At home and abroad, notable reforms contin-
ued to take hold -- improving prospects of long-
term stability and economic growth.

"The fundamentals of the American economy
are still strong," said a senior White House offi-
cial as the year drew to a close. "Unemployment
is low. We've created a smaller and more effi-
cient government by streamlining federal agen-
cies. And the outlook for investors has never
been brighter."

On the political front, fund-raising efforts
intensified for a number of presidential hopefuls
who have already become familiar faces in Iowa
and New Hampshire.

Meanwhile, the progress of welfare reform
pleased most commentators. Dumping people
off welfare rolls proved to be a big morale boost
for pundits in 1998.

Overseas, in many developing nations, glob-
al lending institutions maintained firm pressure
on government officials and business leaders.
Although a crisis atmosphere roiled financial
markets at times, analysts remained generally
optimistic.

Outdated notions of civic participation,

"Tina's own doctor has said that these per-
formance enhancing drugs were not supposed to
be used," said attorney Jacqueline Siben.
According to Newsday, Dr. Marvin Lieber claimed
that the preparation amplified the effects of ven-
tolin, increasing her heart rate and creating other
risky side effects.

"Ventolin is a drug that is inhaled to dilate
the airway," said Dr. Mark Henry, Chairman of the
Department of Emergency Medicine at the
University Hospital. When used as an inhalant, the
drug is delivered directly into the lungs, minimiz-
ing effects on the heart. But when combined with
ephidrine, "it acts as a stimulant for the sympa-
thetic nervous system, creating side effects such as
an increased heart rate. The effects of the drugs can
be additive."

Drugs such as ephidrine and pseu-
doephidrine are often sought by athletes to
improve their performance. Although the prepara-
tion in question is banned from use by the
International Olympic Committee, it is allowed by
the National Collegiate Athletic Association.

"Coaches are not allowed to prescribe or
recommend drugs to their athletes, either over-the-
counter or prescription," said Richard Laskowski,
Dean of Physical Education Athletics. "It's part of
their training."

Farley claimed that Olson broke the regu-
lations despite being fully aware of them. "He told
me not to tell anyone, and that if I did, he would
deny it," said Parley. "He knew that what he was
doing wasn't right."

experts say, are gradually giving way to more
realism. Citizens can vote, and that is as it
should be. But their clout is limited. These days,
large investors can impose responsibility on
governments -- in Seoul, Tokyo or Washington -
- more directly and quickly.

Phrases like "fiscal discipline" and "economic
reforms" convey the emerging post-democratic
imperatives. Around the world, most educated
people have realized that the system usually
works -- and when it doesn't, perhaps that's of
secondary concern. After all, if you and your
loved ones aren't among the homeless or mal-
nourished, how much should you actually care?

Time magazine's last edition of 1998 reflect-
ed the rising trends. Twelve months earlier, the
news weekly's "Man of the Year" had been
microchip mogul Andrew Grove, "whose
unique entrepreneurial spirit has built Intel
into the fastest-growing company in the
world's fastest-growing industry." In late
December 1998, the newsmagazine dispensed
with its "Man of the Year" award and conferred
a special "Mammal of the Year" plauditon the
Golden Calf.

Nationally, the issue of affirmative action
became a bitless divisive. Most members of
Congress went along with a bipartisan measure
requiring that one black person be admitted to
the freshman class of every law school in the
country. Those on Capitol Hill who voted
against the compromise were stigmatized as
either extreme right-wingers or Old Democrats.

In another step toward reform, widely hailed
by mass media, the Central Intelligence Agency

"I can't comment on the charges, since this
case is in litigation," said Laskowski. "But I am
fully in support of the work that Olson and [head
coach] Zatulskis have done for the women's team
this year." Laskowski also stressed that he would
"look into every side of it, and provide any rele-
vant information to the Attorney General."

One of the reasons that prompted Farley to
leave was the stressful atmosphere allegedly creat-
ed by the coaches. Other student athletes have cited
similar pressure from coaches to perform above
their abilities, and expect this pressure to increase
as the school moves into NCAA Division I sports.

But Laskowski maintains that students are
not given unrealistic challenges. "We don't mea-
sure students on the number of points they score,
but we just expect them to achieve their potential,"
he said. "Regardless of what level you play at, indi-
viduals set standards for themselves. I don't know
if [the pressure] is any greater in Division I."

Sidel and her client disagree, however,
claiming that many concerned parents have called
about similar problems. "One of the dangers in
competitive sports is the need to balance the play-
ers' safety and how much [coaches] do to push
their stamina," said Sidel. "Luckily, there was noth-
ing catastrophic in this case."

Despite the incident, Farley still misses
playing basketball. "It's something that I miss a
lot," she said. But unfortunately, "coaches are con-
cerned about winning rather than the health and
safety of the athletes."

John Giuffo contributed to this article

announced that it was establishing a new
department -- the Division of Self-Exoneration-
- to swiftly investigate charges of CIA wrong-
doing.

The alteration of an influential group's name
in 1998 also seemed to reflect the shifting tenor
of the political times: After a decade of praising
"the middle class" and helping big corporate
donors, the centrist Democratic Leadership
Council formally changed its name to the
Democratic Party.

Many Americans -- or at least the more impor-
tant ones --seem quite satisfied with their cir-
cumstances. They show numerous signs of pros-
perity and express ample enthusiasm for stimu-
lating the economy with their own purchases.
Overall, while the persistence of social injustices
and inequities may bother them a little, polls
indicate that Americans are reasonably content.

End of story.
A postscript: According to unspoken conven-

tional wisdom, if truthfulness is precious, then
journalists -- and the rest of us-- are better off not
squandering it all in one place.

"Loyalty to petrified opinion never broke a
chain or freed a human soul," Mark Twain com-
mented. But such loyalty has paid a lot of mort-
gages. And it remains widespread.

Norman Solomon is a syndicated columnist. His
most recent books are "Wizards of Media Oz" (co-
authored with Jeff Cohen) and "The Trouble With
Dilbert: How Corporate Culture Gets the Last
Laugh."
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ISSUES

A Tale of Dissemination, Domination,
By David M. Ewalt

It was Tuesday, and I was sleeping.
I tend to do that a lot during interces-

sion, whether it's Tuesday or not. I'd like to say
that it's because I'm recovering from the fall
semester, but that would mean I'm recovering
from a lot of sleeping.

In any case, I was, as per usual, blissful-
ly dead to the world in a slumber only a final-
semester senior is capable of reaching.

Suddenly, around 11:00am (for me, this
is early), my silent revelry was disturbed. The
phone rang.

I rolled quite clumsily out of bed and
stumbled over to the phone.

"Mmmph... hello?" I managed to grunt.
"Hi, is Dave there?"
"Mmm... this... Dave." I'm a heavy sleep-

er, and even when I haven't just woken up, early
morning phone calls are not my specialty.

"Dave, it's John. Channel 11 News is on
its way over here to interview me. I need your
help."

"What?" I was suddenly and completely
awake. "What are you talking about?"

But maybe I'm getting ahead of myself.
This story should probably start about a week
earlier, a few days after New Year's.

School had been out for a couple of
weeks, but I still called the Press office every day
or so, just to keep on top of things. One day
when I called, I discovered that a reporter from
the Poughkeepsie Journal had called the office
looking for an interview. Apparently, she want-
ed to discuss our November 26th issue - the now
infamous Candace de Russy cover.

For those of you who don't remember
Volume XIX, Number 7 of the Stony Brook
Press, allow me to sum up the more relevant
aspects of the issue.

We had, for several issues, been cover-
ing a controversy at SUNY New Paltz. In early
November, the Women's Studies department of
iNew Iaitz neia a conter-
ence entitled "Women's
Behavior: The Challenge
of Women's Sexual
Freedom." In it, more than
250 participants discussed
issues like safe sex, les-
bianism and sado-
masochism.

After the confer-
ence had come and gone,
it made local news when
SUNY trustee Candace de
Russy made a big fat,
stink about it. De Russy
claimed that the conferen
was offensive, and called for the resignation of
New Paltz president Roger Bowen. She was
soon joined in her complaints by Governor
Pataki, and an internal SUNY investigation was
launched to figure out just what had happened.

At this point, we joined the fray. Our
November 26th issue featured an editorial criti-
cizing Pataki and de Russy for their right-wing,
anti-intellectual censorship of student voices. In
addition, in our typical not-so-subtle fashion,
we slapped a faked photo of Trustee de Russy

onto a dominatrix's body, and turned our cover
into a giant phone sex ad. "Candy's got a treat
for all her naughty SUNY neighbors: a nice big
ball gag!" it read, "So nasty, she shuts down all
the competition."

It was pretty outrageous, but also pretty
damned funny. We thought the juxtaposition of
de Russy and a leather-clad
beauty was pretty clever, and
we figured it would get our
point across about how de
Russy had "hog-tied and
gagged" intellectual freedoms in
the SUNY system. We also fig-
ured it would get a lot of people
to pick up the paper.

So anyway, back to the
reporter in Poughkeepsie, who I
called back as soon as I heard
her message. She was kind
enough to give me the lowdown
on what was going on.

Apparently, a group
called the "Catholic Tea•uie for

Religious and Civil Rights" had The November 26th

issued a press release complaining about the
"unfair" treatment of Catholics on SUNY cam-
puses. They contended that Catholics and Jews
were being treated unfairly, and that blacks and
homosexuals were getting all the breaks.

Their evidence of such persecution was
mainly from the New Paltz conference. During
some of the sessions, several participants had
apparently made disparaging and critical
remarks about the Catholic Church.

(Be this as it may, you can't really blame
a lesbian for complaining about a church that
says her lifestyle is evil, and that she's going to
hell, can you?)

The Catholic League also attempted to
support their argument by citing similar "anti-
Catholic" speech in our November 26th editori-
al. They didn't provide any specific examples,
though, so it seemed to the Poughkeepsie
reporter and I that The Press didn't have much

worry about, and we
were just being drawn
into the argument by
association.

I got off the
phone, and in all likeli-
hood, went back to
sleep.

Fast forward
now, back to that pre-
viously quiet Tuesday,
and the impending
arrival of Channel 11
News in our office. I
stood in my bedroom

as John, our managing editor, explained the sit-
uation over the phone.

That morning's edition of the New York
Post had featured an article about our
November 26th issue. Not being avid readers of
the right-wing rag in question, we didn't
become aware of the article until WPIX called
and said they were sending out a camera crew.

The Post had railed against our editori-
al and cover in typically hysterical fashion. The
story concentrated on de Russy's response,

where she called our issue "a scurrilous attack
on my religion." The story also featured a quote
from the Catholic League, calling the issue "vile"
and "anti-Catholic."

Uh-oh.

I should, at this point. break from the
compelling narrative and endeav-
or to explain our actions.
Hopefully, I can put to bed some
of the more ridiculous accusa-
tions the Press has received in the
last two weeks.

Prime amongst these are the
cries that our cover and editorial
were "anti-Catholic." The Catholic
League and Candace de Russy
chose to respond to our-paper not
by answering our claims of cen-
sorship, but by throwing up a
smokescreen of religious rhetoric.
By accusing us of religious verse-
cution, de Russy and her allies
triocl tfo maLkvo er TC nne fore't

issue of ThePress about the New Paltz fiasco, and
focus the ire of the people on us instead of them.

The fact of the matter is this: any allega-
tions that our editorial or cover were "anti-
Catholic" are misplaced. Our interests in Trustee
de Russy are based solely in her continuing
attempts to abridge the freedoms guaranteed us
by the Constitution. Any mention of religion on
our part is merely offered as background infor-
mation on Trustee de Russy's actions and moti-
vations.

Candace de Russy has been and contin-
ues to be defined by her religious beliefs. She is
a former editor of Catholic Crisis Magazine, a
conservative journal for which she wrote articles
such as the one wherein she expounded on the
satanic influences of nerdish card game "Magic:
The Gathering."

Now, there's nothing wrong with being
defined by your religious beliefs --some of our
personal heroes have been. There's also nothing
wrong with being a right-wing Catholic. To each
their own, right?

It is important, however, that people
know that Candace de Russy is Catholic, since
that had to do with her criticism of a conference
on alternate sexualities. We identified her reli-
gion because it is relevant background informa-
tion. We criticized her because of her actions, not
because of her religious beliefs.

That being said, let us return to that not-
so-sleepy Tuesday, and Channel 11's news van
barreling down the LIE towards our office.

The TV channel had picked up on The
Post's story, and wanted to find out what we
thought about de Russy's accusations. We didn't
quite understand the newsworthiness --who
cares about a two-month old issue of a little stu-
dent newspaper?-- but we understood the enter-
tainment value: sex, bondage and a politician
make interesting watching.

John and I sprung into action, holding
an impromptu teleconference and banging out a
press release explaining our position. We'd bare-
ly finished it when the news team arrived.

John put the phone down on the
counter and let me please see "Dissent," page 11 |
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EDITORIALS -----

ET Tu, MADAME PRESIDENT?
"It is so sexist and so anti-Catholic," said Kenny,
who as a student was editor of the Daily Texan at
the University of Texas. "To be sexist is an offense
against all women. To be anti-Catholic is an
offense against all religions. It's in exceedingly bad
taste."

-Stony Brook President Shirley Strum
Kenny from Newsday, Jan. 14.

We've butted heads with President Shirley
Strum Kenny before. In the last three years, The
Stony Brook Press has published a variety of arti-
cles critical of President Kenny and her never-end-
ing attempts to raise money for Stony Brook at the
cost of faculty, staff and academic quality. At
Shirley Strum Kenny's Brave New Stony Brook,
image is everything, thirst for knowledge is noth-
ing. Obey your spin doctor.

Kenny's opportunism paints her as petty
and ignorant. Had she read the editorial she so bru-
tally criticized, she would have realized that our
position, however luridly displayed, was one of
interest in the ability of women to discuss the issues
that affect their lives in an academic setting.

Candace de Russy attacked two conferences
held at SUNY New Paltz that sought to explore the
issues surrounding women's sexuality in a frank and
open manner. Workshops such as "Women of Color
Write About Sexuality," "Challenging Sexuality: A
Spectrum of Women's Experience," and "Teens Talk
About Sexuality," were dismissed as "perverted"
and "obscene." De Russy's attack is one that can

itself be considered sexist, in a much more palpable
and real way that any incomplete, surface reading of
our cover can be.

By allying herself with a woman whose
interest in this controversy was censoring women's
opinions, Kenny is revealed as a hypocrite. We fail
to understand how defending the right of a woman
to speak openly about her sexuality is sexist.
Perhaps Kenny read a different editorial.

Or perhaps her desire for blind, adolescent
revenge overshadowed her need to portray the
issue honestly. For our university president to go on
television and accuse us of offenses she knew we
didn't commit is a gross violation of her responsi-
bilities as our most visible and respected campus
figure. When she appeared on television and lied,
Stony Brook by extension lied, all in an effort to
sate her thirst for retribution.

Shirley Strum Kenny has every reason to
disagree with us, and to despise what we have to
say. President Shirley Strum Kenny has every
responsibility to act as a representative of Stony
Brook. Our position was clear and well-stated, and
she should have stood behind us, not only in theo-
ry, but also for what we said.

SUNY New Paltz president Roger Bowen
not only stood behind his campus members, he put
his job on the line. His bold leadership during the
controversy is the kind Kenny needs to learn more
about.

President Kenny, your actions were petty
and small-minded, and for you to add more fuel to
a fire you knew to be manufactured is irresponsible.
A president more interested in her political position
than acting as an advocate for the campus commu-
nity is a president Stony Brook can do without.

No wonder the University of Texas at
Austin wanted nothing to do with you.

WILL THE WANG CENTER PROMOTE UNITY?
Computer Associates CEO Charles Wang

emerged from obscurity into the media spotlight
with his generous endowment to fund an Asian
American Center at the university. He has been
touted as great philanthropist in major newspapers,
television broadcasts, and almost every official
campus publication.

But will the Asian American Center be
effective in promoting ethnic diversity? Although
the center will probably become a prominent
source for cultural education on Long Island, one
can't help but wonder whether students will use it
to its potential.

The lack of unity between student cultural
clubs is a perennial problem, despite Polity's efforts
to bridge the gaps. In addition, critics have charged
that these clubs are often exclusive and serve to
divide the student body.

We must work to ensure that the Asian
American Center becomes a place where everyone
can learn about cultures other than their own,
instead of a place for Asian students to hang out.

Rumor has it that many academic depart-
ments, including some with no relevance to
improving cultural awareness, are clamoring for

space in the new building. But the administration
should keep the original mission of the Asian
American Center in mind. Space should be set
aside for cultural clubs and other organizations
dedicated to ethnic diversity.

Perhaps one can expand the plan to include
non-Asian organizations in a "global culture cen-
ter." Students of all ethnic groups should be given
access to the facility. Therefore, all students regard-
less of their background will be represented and
have a chance to learn from their peers.

Ironically, one of the most important people
involved in promoting Asian culture at the univer-
sity has been practically ignored by the media.
Philosophy professor Gary Mar has worked for
years to set up the current Asian American Center
Bridge and to coordinate its events. Yet, his efforts
have been overshadowed by all the hype surround-
ing the new building and its high-tech gadgets.

The administration should draw upon the
many cultural organizations, Mr. Wang, Professor
Mar, and other dedicated people to plan for the
future of promoting diversity on campus. By reach-
ing out to all ethnic groups at the university, the
Wang's vision can be elevated to a grander scale.
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Turn your used
books into money...
and buy the books you need for less!

TO SELL BOOK S
Get a card from the NYPIPG

office in the basement of the Stony
Brook Union, Poom 079, or in Polity
Suite, Union Room 258.

TO0 UY BOKS
Look through the Eook

Exchange files in the NYP IG office
and copy the names of students who
are selling the books you need. Then call
them directly!

Any Questions? Dial 2-6457

Use the
NYPIRG/Polity Book

Exchange!

Hope your campaign is going well, and we, the scum here at the Stony
Brook Press, understand that your position as an artist in a Long Island coI.
munity may be very stressful We thank you for you lop-sided view of the
world, and remind you to take your Prozac. Our sympathies for your daugh-
ter. Hopefully, that "other SUNY school" will leave her better educated than
her mother.

The editorial board
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By Terry McLaren

"Revolting Behavior: The Challenges of Women's Sexual Freedom," was the
SUNY New Paitz conference that recently raised eyebrows and put girdles in

knots. It addressed far more than the whips and dildos which caused revul-
sion in a conservative SUNY trustee. The focus of the conference was
explained in its schedule: "Women's sexuality has become the focus of attacks
on women's autonomy and expression, just as women were successfully
challenging traditional limitations. This conference of panels and workshops
will present perspectives on the broad spectrum of women's sexuality,
including cross-generational experiences, varying forms of sexual expres-
sion, safer sex issues, and public policy."

The conference featured many keynote speakers, a show by performance
artist Shelley Mars, and workshops to suit every interest. With regard to the

AIDS crisis, there was "HIV Education: A Community Affair (Like It or Not),"
"Eroticizing Safer Sex," and "Conspicuous Absences: Silence about Women's
Sexuality in Discourses about Birth Control, HIV Education and Public
Policy," On a slightly different note, there was "How to Get What You Want
in Bed," "Sexual Interest and Satisfaction in Older Women," and "Marriage
and Sexuality: Traditional and Changing Patterns in Africa."

With regard to the spiritual side of life, there were workshops on "The Effect
of Religion on Women's Sexual Experience" and "Female Sexuality in the
Context of Religion and Spirituality." "Women of Color Write about
Sexuality" and "Writing Erotica in our Journals" addressed women's literary
sexual expression. Other workshops involved alternative lifestyles, such as
"Queer Sexuality: A Spectrum of Women's Experience" and the usually
neglected "Safer Sex for Women who Partner with Women."

Then there were the ones Candace De Russy, and I'm sure many others,

found so unforgettable. "Safe, Sane and Consensual S/M: An Alternative
Way of Loving" and the notoriously informative "Sex Toys for Women," made
up only 1/11 of the conference's elective workshops. Attendees who may
have had issues with these subjects had more than enough alternatives to

keep them entertained.

To ind out. o
about .Canxidy

and her cons: rvo lave
p ications vislithe:r

...^ S^ *^ '^ ̂B' ̂  MB.... s .....i ......1" ....Ks ^ ..
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ISSUES

Ip a A II

By Daniel Yohannes

Of all the things that I imagined myself
doing in my time here at SUNY SB, I never thought
I'd be having a comfortable conversation with the
Public Safety Assistant Director for Community
Affairs, Douglas F. Little. That is what I experi-
enced during my interview with Mr. Little. It was
a conversation; he was helping me by trying to
answer all my questions, and I was helping him
send a message from Public Safety to the students
at SB. His job is being the face and voice of Public
Safety. His invitation to the students was to get to
know the names and faces of the patrol officers. If
you ever need help, they will be the ones to give it.
Get to know them now.

I am finishing up my first semester here
at SB. I doubt that my fingers are the ones on the
pulse of campus sentiment, but the student
body doesn't seem to have a good rapport with
Public Safety. Where the fault for that lies is a
matter of opinion. It could be that the students
have heard stories of problems with parking
tickets; I know I have. But it may be that the stu-
dents simply have no interest in a good rela-
tionship with Public Safety -- an apathetic and
unwise choice.

Who and what is Public Safety(PS)? They
are a police precinct with full powers of legal and
administrative enforcement. Their jurisdiction
includes the entire campus, the hospital, and a
Veteran's home. In all, they are responsible for 21
miles of road and 115 buildings spread out over
10,000 acres. They protect and serve the property
and person of 18,000 students and 11,000 employ-
ees on campus. There are 50 people involved in
law enforcement and 45 involved in clerical work
and security for the hospital. They are employees
of SUNY SB.

In order to become a PS Officer, a person
needs at least 60 college level credits. Then appli-
cants are screened for acceptance at the Police
Academy, a 16 week program that instructs the
acdets abouit criminal

procedure law and more
practical aspects of law
enforcement. Then the
graduated cadets are
interviewed by the spe-
cific campus and if they
are found to be accept-
able, hired,

So, PS, as the
law enforcement
agency on campus,
enforces traffic laws
and criminal laws. Each

erar th7e are renuird -
y v ,b y qMI- r

a law called the Title 2 Crime Awareness and
Security Act to generate a report that tabulates the
number of crimes reported and the number of
arrests that occurred. Each student receives a con-
densed version of this report in the mail. The con-
densed report is published in a pamphlet called
"Look Listen Think: A Guide to Personal Safety."
It lists the reported incidents of major crimes such
as assault, burglary, homicide, auto theft, robbery,
and various categories of sexual assault. It also
reports the number of arrests for violations of
liquor, drug, and weapons laws. The statistics in
these categories are relatively low. The Annual
Report of the University Police - 1996, the most
current available, lists all arrests by type of crime,
crimes reported, non-criminal calls, and traffic
enforcement figures. These figures represent
every crime and arrest that occurred on campus

in 1996. Half-page tables show visually that both them. If you don't
the number of crimes reported and the number of or 2-TIPS and mak(
arrests have dropped in that year. hear a thump in th(

What is most striking about the figures PS. Close the gap.
in the Annual Report is that the types of crimes As Mr. Li
that occurred most often fail to appear in the way of taking adv.
pamphlet that is sent to all students. There were ties." I am too t
344 reported occurrencesJ1

of criminal mischief, 281
reported occurrences of
non-bias harassment and 9
reports of bias-related
harassment. There were
242 cases of grand larceny
and 460 occurrences of
petit larceny. The arrest
rate for these crimes is
low. There were 4 criminal
mischief arrests, 5 harass-
ment arrests, no bias-relat-
ed arrests, no grand larce-
ny arrests, and 10 petit lar-
ceny arrests. The number
of arrests for liquor, drug,
and weapons laws is low
but the number of report-
ed incidents is corre-
spondingly low. One
alarmingly low figure is
that for DWI: no arrests Public Safety's own, DoA
last year and 2 in the pre-
vious 2 years. There were 2 reported rapes that
year and 2 arrests; there were no attempted rapes
reported. In light of the fact that rape is a crime
that is rarely reported, these figures should
inspire no confidence.

One aspect of Mr. Little's job that he
enjoys is the contact that it allows him to have
with the student body. He speaks to all incoming
freshmen, international students, and new
employees. He also teaches a 101 class to fresh-
men. His job is to build relationships with the
students and employees to ensure that they are

comfortable with PS.
t PS needs our
help. 75 people
cannot effective-
ly control a cam-
pus as large as
ours. PS actively
encourages the
participation of
students and
staff in the crime
prevention busi-
ness. He remind-
ed me of the
ctnrr of a wornman

who was dragged into an alley behind a residen-
tial building, beaten mercilessly, sexually assault-
ed, and left for dead. The woman cried out for a
time and for some inexplicable reason, the perpe-
trator returned and resumed his brutality. When
he left, she was dead. In the course of the police
investigation, it was discovered that several
neighbors had heard the disturbance, some had
closed windows and shades to avoid the scene.
No one could describe the perpetrator. No one
had wanted to get involved. As a consequence, a
woman died.

If each of us was a bit more aware, if we
paid just a bit more attention, maybe the gulf
between crimes reported and arrests made would
shrink. I hope no one has on their conscience the
cries of a victim of rape who was not helped.
Criminals are cowards. We need to start bullying

vant to "get involved," call 333
e an anonymous report. If you
e night, and it bothers you, call

ttle said, "the bad guys have a
antage of people's vulnerabili-
:rusting and keep my door

unlocked, then of course
someone will find that out
and rob my ass. It may not
be my fault, but it is my
responsibility. I want to
walk across the field to 7-
11 at 2 AM. Do I have the
right to? Hell yes. Am I
dumb to go by myself?
Maybe. Will nothing hap-
pen 98% of the time?
Probably, but a lot can hap-
pen in that 2%. If you hear
a scream for help, report it.
"We all have a responsibili-
ty to watch out for each
other and have a partner-
ship with us (PS) and to
report things to us is so
important."

While the diversity of
ig Little (he;y nice tie) the police force does not

reflect the diversity of our
campus, PS is aware of that fact and is looking for
applicants to bridge that gap. In the meantime,
student liaisons increase the diversity of the
"extended" PS. The task is made less easy by the
fragmented nature of our diverse campus.
Reaching out to 15 distinct and separate groups
is much more difficult that reaching one unified
group of students. Adding to the task is the need
to be respectful about the diversity of our stu-
dents while actively enforcing laws that are
unequivocal. Of concern are the many cultures
that are here on campus. They must all live
together in a new environment. Each year, PS
actively educates incoming students that certain
things that are acceptable in other cultures can-
not be tolerated here. Paramount is the safety of
domestic partners. Abuse is criminal and must
not occur. Pamphlets on this subject are printed
in several languages to ensure that this stance is
well known. -------------

We also spoke about complaints against
public safety and the procedure for handling those
complaints. Mr. Little said complaints are "few
and far between" and are often " unfounded."
When a complaint is made against an officer, the
matter is referred to a Supervisor in the depart-
ment. The incident is investigated. Most com-
plaints center around traffic violations and are
deemed "unsubstantiated"; since most traffic inci-
dents involve two people, there are no witnesses
to back any one story. An officer with a history of
unsubstantiated claims against him is targeted for
investigation and removal.

All complaints are followed up by a letter
to the complainant, explaining the course and res-
olution of the investigation. No major complaints
against PS have been received in the recent past.
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ISSUES

By John Giuffo

"The exaggerated focus on this place could be better
placed on campus. One would think there were better
things to do."

--Godfrey Palaia, manager of The Spot

Public Safety Officer Philip Morales made
his way through The Spot last Friday night, flash-
light in hand, looking for smokers.

He circled the side room, where most of
the bar's live acts play, checking all corners, under
tables, even walking directly in front of the stage at
one point. Everyone in the room was made aware
of his presence.

The Spot's customers got off easy this par-
ticular Friday: usually when Public Safety does
random spot checks, they also ask patrons for their
I.D. Campus police officials say it's all in an effort
to enforce university and state policies.

Bar manager Godfrey Palaia disagrees.
"We've been a target of systematic spot checks on
a regular basis. We welcome their visits, up to a
point."

Public Safety's visits are starting to hurt
business. Their twice-weekly inspections, begun
last November, are turning away customers in
droves. Many of The Spot's smoking patrons are
opting to spend their nightlife dollars elsewhere.
Other bars near school allow smoking on their
premises.

"It appears to be selective enforcement,"
Palaia said. The facts back him up. Since The Spot
opened in 1994, they've allowed people to smoke.
They've also enjoyed an unspoken policy of 18 to
enter, 21 to drink. In four years of operation, Public
Safety's been called to answer a complaint only
once. "After three and a half years of smoking
being allowed, they came in to enforce the no-
smoking policy," Palaia said.

Public Safety director Richard Young says
the recent enforcement of the campus' no-smoking
policy is not his decision, but a recent one by uni-
versity president Shirley Strum Kenny. "It's above
my head, and I'm glad and I don't want to get
involved in it.," Young said. Any complaints with
the policy, or Public Safety's enforcement of it,
shouldn't be directed at Public Safety, he said. "I
think what they real-
ly ought to do is
lobby the president's
office," Young said.
"They should lobby
for an exemption."

Palaia says
he has, claiming the
Administration has
"rejected our appeal
nout of hand."

Recent enforcement of the 21-and-over
rule has also impacted business. "When a group
shows up at the door, even if one of those people is
under 21, they don't leave that one person behind,
the whole group goes somewhere else," Palaia
said. "That's where we lose business."

The regular spot checks started in
November, after a birthday party for Polity
President Monique Maylor was held on the lower
level of the Fannie Brice building. By most esti-
mates, approximately 300 people attended the
party, which featured a reggae DJ. For the first time
in years. Public Safety showed up en masse.

"There were a lot of people at the event,
and quite honestly, there were a lot of black people
at the event. I think it kinda tweaked Housing and
Public Safety in general," said Wilbur Farley, an
employee of The Spot. Farley said Public Safety
was there responding to a noise complaint, but that
officers wouldn't say who complained.

Palaia says the Public Safety officers who
interrupted the November 14 birthday party said
they felt threatened by the partygoers, and were
rplrctant ton hreak the nartv uin. "There were some

comments made about officers
not being safe," Palaia said. No
arrests were made that
evening. Officers did not indi-
cate why they felt threatened.

"It went well. We did-
n't have any trouble except for
when Public Safety showed
up," Farley said.

Young said the party
had gotten out of hand, and
that it was an example of the
kind of oroeramming The Spot
has been sponsoring lately that Will new rules

has overreached their original mission and sanc-
tion. "There's a tendency to expand any business,"
Young said. It's the speed and unregulated nature
of its growth that has attracted Public Safety's
attention. "We told them we were going to give
them some supervision and they said, 'fine."'

According to Maylor, who was celebrating
her 21st birthday that evening, Public Safety was
rude and insensitive. Maylor estimates it was
around 3:30 a.m. when campus police cut power to
the party's sound system. "In the process of doing
that, they damaged A.V. equipment," Maylor said.
She estimates $300 in damage was done to Polity
equipment, and a petition is pending to have
Public Safety pay the repair bill.

Public Safety now inspects The Spot twice
a week. Enforcing the smoking ban and the 21 and
over admittance policy are the two objectives offi-
cers cite when visiting. Palaia says the inspections
are part of an agenda on the part of the adminis-
tration to regulate The Spot's events, and control
what goes on there.

"They want to run the events. They want
mak sue0trn
make sure it runs

according to their
standards," Palaia
said. Other campus
groups who wish to
have live music at an
event must submit to
an exhaustive process
of paperwork and per-
mission-getting.
"Every year they've

tried to get us to be a part of that process, and
we've always argued, successfully, that we should-
n't have to adhere to that process."

"We have no agenda other than making
sure there are safe events and that we know what's
going on," Young said. He said he had no personal
objections to The Spot, "as long as there's no under-
age drinking and it doesn't get out of hand."

Palaia wants to stress his displeasure not
at the presence of Public Safety Officers, but with
the frequency of their visits and their tactics. "They
have every right to make sure no laws are being
broken," he said.

"I welcome random checks, random
checks are fine. We've asked them to patrol down-
stairs," Palaia said, referring to the building's graf-
fiti and litter-plagued lower level. "We've asked
them to be more proactive in that area, and actual-
ly serve and protect. They haven't."

Farley predicts that if the no-smoking ban
remains in effect, the bar will soon be crippled
financially. "It's a bar. It's a reasonable expectation
that when you're in a bar, people will be smoking,"
he said. "A lack of smoking at The Spot will kill

The Spot."
"There's no plan

by me or anybody in
this university to close
this place down,"
Young said.

The possibility
of The Spot closing is a
prospect that has a
number of people wor-
ried. "If The Spot were
to close, it would leave
SUNY Stony Brook stu-

kill SPOT business? dents in a desperate,
desperate place," said Isaac Guzman, a music
writer for Newsday. "Especially for eastern Long
Island, it would create a vacuum of places for
bands to play."

Guzman praises The Spot for the quality
and number of bands that play there, and he's not
alone. The Long Island Voice, Good Times maga-
zine and The Island Ear have all cited The Spot as
one of Long Island's premier locations for up and
coming live music acts.

Dave Klein, a programmer for WUSB, is
one of the people that helps The Spot book bands.
He's worried about the impact the recent encoun-
ters with Public Safety will have on The Spot. He
says his pride for having done his part to support
the local independent music scene is matched only
by the frustration he has over Public Safety's
efforts. "It's annoying as hell. I'd like to know what
we're doing wrong."

Public Safety has a history of accusations
of heavy-handedness when dealing with campus
nightlife businesses. An employee of the End of
The Bridge Restaurant, who wished to remain
anonymous, credits Public Safety with destroying
EOB's nighttime business. "We don't have a night
life anymore as a result," he said. The employee
claimed a campaign of harassment by Public
Safety officers consisting of constant I.D. checks
and frequent interrogations of patrons drove all
but the most determined customers away.

EOB's night programming now consists
solely of the occasional party sponsored by cam-
pus clubs and organizations. Even so, claims the
employee, whenever one of these events is held,
Public Safety can be counted on to make an
appearance. "They're always popping their heads
in," he said.

Palaia would like The Spot to avoid EOB's
fate. He has plans to further expand the services
The Spot offers the student body, including a food
service area, a weekly salsa night and the possibil-
ity of an on-site microbrewery. "All we want to do
is continue business as we have," he said. "We want
to continue our momentum as we've been doing.
We hope to continue what we've been building for
the last four years."
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ISSUES -- -

By Anne Ruggiero

The Traffic Department. Okay, so they're
nobody's favorite people. It takes a "special" kind
of person to make a career out of forcing poor stu-
dents to stand in the cold waiting to be herded like
cattle to South P lot, and then ticketing dissenters
who only want a little justice. In dedicating a por-
tion of this issue to Public Safety, however, the edi-
tors of The Press wanted to give the Traffic Affairs
office a fair chance to defend themselves and per-
haps provide a valid explanation for their callous
behavior. The result? Our calls have been avoided,
our time wasted, and the mystery as to the evils of
the Stony Brook bureaucracy grow even deeper.

Michael Kline, the Director of Traffic
Affairs, never returned the multitude of phone calls
and were not available for personal visits from The
Press, and subordinateArthur Shertzer refused an
interview, directing all inquiries to Mr. Kline. When
notified of Kline's unavailability, Shertzer simply
commented that it was a busy time, and hung up.

There are several legitimate questions and
discrepancies which need to be clarified by the
Traffic Office. Primarily, what is the relationship
between Public Safety and Traffic Affairs? The traf-
fic office was operated by the Department of Public
Safety, but apparently became its own entity in the
past year, a switch that has caused some confusion.
Who, now, is issuing parking tickets? And most
importantly, how good is the communication
between the two departments?

Communication. The art of conversing. A
simple concept, really, yet one that our esteemed
school officials hae not been able to grasp. For
example,The Press has two staff parking permits
for use by their editors, issued jointly by Public
Safety, University News Services, and the Traffic
Affairs office. Apparently, the traffic office had no
knowledge of the existence of the permits, for
when I received summonses for "illegally" parking
in a staff lot, Warren Randall, the head of the Traffic
Appeals board, denied that such a permit exists
and continued to ticket my car. Obviously, the two
departments have to work on the communication
issue. (It might help if they actually tried taking
their phones off of forward to voicemail).

Speaking of that Traffic Appeals board,
does it really exist? In my personal experience, the
hearing "board" consisted of one Warren Randall,
who employed sheer intimidation tactics to try to
get me to rescind my complaint. Sounds like a jury
of my peers to me.

The Public Safety literature cites statis-
tics on traffic enforcement for 1994 to 1996. In
1994, 16 tickets were issued for parking viola-
tions. By 1995, the number had jumped to 934.
(Yes, 934). Now, I am sure that there is a reason-
able explanation for an extra 918 parking sum-
monses from one year to another. (You know, like
maybe everyone just forgot how to park, or
something). Mr. Kline? Care to comment? Oh,
sorry, that's right--you were too busy to call us
back. It must take a while to write out 934 park-

ing tickets. But think about all that revenue for
the school. Hmmmm....

It's dark. And cold. Actually, it's really
cold. Did I mention dark? I sure do feel safe, stand-
ing out here on a Friday night, waiting for a com-
muter bus to take me to South P lot.

Sure, I know that there's a Public Safety
officer watching the parking lot, and I'm sure that
if I scream loud enough while I'm being attacked
by a knife-wielding mad-man, he'll wake up from
his nap in the corner. I wonder if the genius who
designed the system would like to stand in the
cold for up to thirty minutes waiting for the bus.
Why should staff get priority over parking spaces?
Is there a problem with using a simple first-come,
first-serve basis? I'll betcha if an administrator had
to schlep his ass across campus to get to his car a
couple of times a week, the bus loop would be
traded in for a commuter garage in a matter of
months.

Exactly what criteria are traffic violation
appeals based on? (I have received two different
responses to appeals for the same infraction). Who
gets priority on the campus buses--commuters or
residents? At what point will a car get booted or
towed? These are questions the commuting cam-
pus community would like answers to. Questions
which, as fee-paying students, we deserve answers
to. Unfortunately, in order to get those answers,
our Public Safety officials have to be willing to pick
up the phone.

By Sylvester DiPalermo

This is dedicated to A.T. May your demons be put to rest.

Seven out of every ten women are raped
by the age of twenty-five. The last time I read any-
thing on this subject, these were the numbers that
were quoted. With most rapes unreported, this
still might seem like a high number. In actuality,
this number is a pretty conservative estimate.

Take myself, for example. Since the age of
fourteen (I'm twenty-one at present) I've probably
had around fifty intimate relationships with
women. Out of those fifty, forty-five of them had
either been raped, sexually assaulted, or sexually
abused before I knew them. That would mean that
in seven years, ninety percent of the women I have
had a relationship with have been victimized sex-
ually.

Nine out of ten.
Rape has become a violent rite of passage

for young women in America. Who's to blame for
this? Although the judicial system does nothing
but deter women from reporting these crimes, it
does not perpetrate them. It's not pornography,
although many women in the porn industry have
been raped. It is something within the male psy-
che, that objectifies women as sperm receptacles,
that is at the heart of the problem.

Rape is not sex. Rape is a violent, violat-
ing act. There is a great debate today within the
media over printing the names of rape victims as
a way of taking the mystery out of the crime.
That might be a nice idea, but I don't think that is
going to mean very much to a victim. In fact, I
would tend to see that as more of a violation of a
victim's right to privacy. It also offers no solu-

tion; that is in the hands of every man and in the
choices he makes.

Let me tell you a little story about an
experience I had, and maybe it will make this a lit-
tle more real. Facts and figures don't quite touch
you the same way.

It was a chilly summer evening back in
high school. "-" and I were drinking with some
friends of mine at a beach here on the island.
Nothing seemed out of the ordinary, but after a
while, "-" had passed out, or so I thought. After
a few minutes, she started to call out some
strange names. I got a little nervous. Then she
went into a flashback of the times she had been
raped. She screamed quietly, as if it were a
dream. Since I was aware of her past experi-
ences, I knew this was no dream. I'll never forget
the expressions on her face, the pain that seemed
to wrack her body. It lasted for what felt like
hours, but it was only a couple of minutes. I
finally got "-" out of it by throwing water on

her. I never felt more helpless in my entire life,
and that could only be a fraction of what she
must have felt that day.

This story is for all the "no"s that meant
"no," all the screams and cries ignored. This is for
those of you who might think that rape is a joke, or
imaginary. This is for those of you who ignored
the "no"s, and need to take a look at the ramifica-
tions of your actions. This is for the women I've
known and haven't known, who never got justice
for these crimes committed against them. This is
for all the fighting flashbacks, dissociation, and the
inability to have a normal sex life. Most of all this
is so that maybe one woman might avoid being
violently attacked at a party, a bar, or in a dorm
room or car. No more silence.
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ISSUES

By Stephen C. Preston

I'm glad you asked that question. The
story of the Software Incubator is a long one, and
bound to get longer soon. It's a bit confusing as
well, so I'll do what I can do sort out what I've
found out about it so far.

First, a little history about the Incubator:
it all began, apparently, with the Long Island
Software Conference last year. At this Conference,
it seems, several collaborations were proposed
between Stony Brook and Computer Associates
[Referred to as CA here after]. One was the dona-
tion of money to the Computer Science department
in order to double enrollment in the department.
Another was the "Center for Software Excellence,"
whose purported purpose was to encourage the
development of the software industry on Long
Island. The CSE's first project was the Software
Incubator, which also seems to have been initially
proposed at the Conference.

The Software Incubator is a facility in
Nassau Hall (somewhere near the dental school in
the south campus), which is designed to hold 10
software companies. New companies will apply
for space in the Incubator; CA and Stony Brook
will jointly decide who gets in. Space in the
Incubator will cost $10 per square foot, as opposed
to the going rate for industrial space on Long
Island, about $25 per square foot. The rent subsidy
is coming mostly from CA.

It is similar in concept to the High-Tech
Incubator residing near the hospital and Chapin.
This facility was proposed over ten years ago, and
was finally built in 1992. It was designed primari-
ly to start up biotechnology companies, but has
also been home to several other technology com-
panies. The two Incubators have significant differ-
ences, though: the High-Tech Incubator was fund-
ed almost completely by the state, while the
Software Incubator is being funded almost com-
pletely by Computer Associates. In addition, the
High-Tech Incubator was intended to house a vari-
ety of industries, including software, while the
Software Incubator is obviously only for software.
The differences are significant, as we shall see.
While the High-Tech Incubator is clearly an indus-
try subsidy from the state designed to promote
development, the Software Incubator seems to
have a very different purpose.

People ranging from Charles Wang (CEO
of CA), to Shirley Strum Kenny (President of USB),
to Yacov Shamash (Dean of Engineering) have taken
credit at various times for the Software Incubator
idea. Wang claims to be motivated primarily by the
shortage of employees on Long Island, and says the
purpose of all these projects is to advertise his com-
pany to Stony Brook students. Kenny's claim is that
the Incubator will exist to boost the Long Island
economy, an approach that always scores points
with Newsday. Shamash seems to be admitting that
the Engineering department, traditionally poorly
funded compared to the sciences here, needs all the
money it can get. Shamash's claim is understand-
able, but Wang's and Kenny's deserve scrutiny.

What's So Bad about Charles Wang?
As Newsday and the New York Times have

reported, the computer industries are short of qual-
ified employees. Computer Associates seems dou-
bly troubled, having also the unfortunate location
of Long Island, notorious for high living expenses
and general unpleasantness. According to Newsday,
CA is currently unable to fill 75 positions in its
Islandia office. Let's discuss his claimed solution:
Heavy recruiting among Stony Brook CS students.

It is at least conceivable that CA's
November donation to the Computer Science
department was for this purpose, though I've
already discussed their other, more probable moti-
vations in a previous issue. The idea that CA's sup-
port of the Software Incubator is primarily for the
purpose of recruiting -- as Marc Sokol, a CA vice
president, indicated -- is simply too bizarre to be
true, especially since
there are no plans for
undergraduates to be
involved with any of the
companies to inhabit the
incubator.

Another idea
proposed -- the one in
CA's press release, which
seems to contradict Sokol -- is that CA is doing this
to help the Long Island economy and software
industry; in other words, this is basically just char-
ity. This seems ridiculous for two reasons. First, the
Software Incubator is supposed to start small soft-
ware companies who will stay on Long Island.
Computer Associates, whose product line contin-
ues to diversify through their acquisition of new
companies, would have to compete with these
companies, especially if they entered CA's very
profitable markets. CA has already complained
about fierce competition, and would hardly be
willing to pay to create new competitors. Secondly,
creation of new companies would mean new
employment opportunities for Stony Brook stu-
dents. So good students who were scared away by
CA's notoriously long hours and low pay might be
more willing to seek out these smaller companies,
and CA's employment plans would backfire.

So what's really going on at the Software
Incubator? Marc Sokol said that CA will be spend-
ing several hundred thousand dollars over the
next three years for this project, to subsidize the
rent on the property. But CA will also provide fur-
niture, power, receptionists, and various other
office equipment to the incubator companies. In
addition, Sokol added, CA will provide consulting,
some management services, public relations, and
even its own relations in venture capital. It, along
with Stony Brook, will decide which companies
can enter the Incubator..

All of these things seem to lend credibility
to the rumor that Computer Associates is intend-
ing to acquire these companies..Wang started CA
with one software product, and many of the other
products that CA now sells were acquired when
CA bought smaller companies..It seems likely that
CA is planning to take over the more successful of
the companies which come out of the Incubator
and leave the rest to struggle on their own.There is
no other plausible way to explain CA's relatively
heavy investment in this project.

So essentially what is happening here is
that CA, who grew large and wealthy through
aggressive takeovers of smaller, weaker compa-
nies, has run out of innovative new companies to
swallow..So it has enlisted Stony Brook's and the
State of New York's help in creating new ones
cheaply.It is cheaper than conducting their own
research, since they are only dealing with people
who already have ideas and thus don't have to
wait for researchers to make new
discoveries..More importantly, it is less risky for
CA; they can wait until the products have already
succeeded or failed before deciding to possess
it.CA's reluctance to take chances on new software
are understandable: the most recent crash in the
value of CA's stock was due to one of their new
products performing somewhat poorly in Europe.

What's So Bad about Shirley Strum Kenny?
Having discovered CA's most likely moti-

vations for this project, we can now ask why Stony
Brook is allowing it to happen..One possibility
could be the royalties that Stony Brook is rumored
to be getting from any new products which come
out of the Incubator..But the real answer lies with
President Kenny.

As you probably remember, Kenny
is on the Board of Directors of Computer
Associates, and receives $45,000 per year
for her service..State employees who
serve on Boards of Directors must ask the
New York State Ethics Commission for
permission. The Ethics Commission
originally said Kenny could not accept
any stock options because "a personal

equity interest in CA would create the appearance of
impropriety." A slight change in the wording of CA's
stock option plan, along with a slight change in the
membership of the Ethics Commission, resulted in a
modification of the original Advisory Opinion: now
Kenny can receive her salary entirely in the form of
CA stock options.

What sort of "appearance of impropriety"
was the Ethics Commission referring to?.Their orig-
inal concern was that Kenny would use her position
as President to get Stony Brook to purchase soft-
ware from CA instead of its competitors. This has
not happened.However, the Ethics Commission
also gave broader warnings to Kenny, demanding
that she not participate in any "matters concerning
Computer Associates or SUNY (e.g. Computer
Associates' giving of property or services to
SUNY).".But Kenny claimed in an interview that the
Software Incubator "was initiated because of my
interest" in the project, and that she was "very much
involved" throughout the entire process.This is a
clear violation of the Ethics Advisory Opinion.

Now the situation starts to make a bit more
sense..Kenny, who seems to have forgotten what was
in the original Ethics Advisory Opinion, has sought
to both help CA develop new products cheaply and
insulate CA from the associated risks. Wang gets all
the resources of Stony Brook in exchange for relative-
ly small payments both directly to Kenny and to the
Computer Science department. And the College of
Engineering and Applied Sciences is happy to get
research money any way it can.

You may be interested in why I think this
is evil, rather than good..First, it's dishonest.The
story that this is all to benefit the Long Island econ-
omy and not CA specifically is ridiculous; yet the
local media outlets portray it as true because they
want it to be true..Second, although the Computer
Science department is still somewhat independent,
its research projects and curriculum are gradually
becoming more beholden to CA. Money is great,
but is it necessary to sell the soul of the department
to get it?.Finally, it is yet another example of
President Kenny helping her corporate friends
take advantage of the students and faculty
here..You can agree or disagree about the problems
with Kenny's corporate-friendly Administration,
but when she uses her position for personal profit,
it is time for all of us to protest.

Soon the Ethics Commission will decide
whether to pursue our complaint about Kenny's
dealings with Computer Associates..Hopefully the
Ethics Commission will conclude, as we have, that
the Software Incubator is the result of a clear con-
flict of interest, between Kenny's interests in
Computer Associates and her position at Stony
Brook..Only then will it be possible for everyone to
see clearly what's so bad about the Software
Incubator.
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By John Giuffo SUNY New Paltz as "an attempt to stifle out-
looks and viewpoints with which she dis-

SUNY trustee Candace de Russy criti-
cized the now-infamous November 26 issue of
The Stony Brook Press as being an attack on her
religion, one which she claims was "rejecting
civil, rational debate." Strong words coming
from a woman who brought herself to our atten-
tion by attempting to silence free speech on col-
lege campuses.

For those not familiar with the issue
in question, we ran a cover depicting de
Russy's head superimposed on the body of an
S&M-clad woman with her hands tied behind
her back. The accompanying editorial took
her to task for her efforts to remove SUNY
New Paltz president Roger Bowen because
she was offended by a conference she attend-
ed entitled, "Revolting Behavior: The
Challenge of Women's Sexuality." Her out-
rage, and resulting action, called into ques-
tion the school's right to have such confer-
ences. Because she
found the goings-on
personally offensive,
she wanted to ban all
such conferences
from SUNY campus-
es. Luckily, cooler
heads and less igno-
rant opinions pre-
vailed.

A committee
formed bv SUN

Chancellor John Ryan found nothing wrong
with the conferences in question, and in their
support of academic freedom, exposed de
Russy's position as uninformed and misrepre-
sented.

Small surprise then, that de Russy, in
her criticism of our editorial, completely
glossed over the real subject of the editorial,
which was the danger of her attempt to
declare certain subjects verboten on SUNY
campuses. The conference centered around
practices and lifestyles the Catholic Church
considers immoral, so de Russy used her
influence to try to adapt SUNY policy to her
own moral guidelines.

De Russy, as a Pataki-appointed conser-
vative administrator, threatens the very tenets
institutions of higher education exist by.

SUNY New Paltz president Roger
Bowen agrees. Having been a target of de
Russy's ignorance, Bowen has seen, close up, the
type of politics Candace de Russy practices, and
he considers them harmful. "Candace de Russy
believes in trustee activism and she has laid out
her views very carefully in a number of pub-
lished articles," Bowen said. He's referring to
frequent contributions to Catholic Crisis maga-
zine, a politically-conservative publication that
offers criticisms through the eyes of devout
church adherents.

"Activists should understand what the
limits of their authority are," Bowen said. "One
limit clearly is a constitutional limit. No one
should, either wittingly or unwittingly chal-
lenge free speech or academic freedom."

Michael Zweig, an economics professor
here at Stony Brook sees de Russy's attack on

agrees."
Zweig considers her views and efforts

"a very severe problem"; a problem that threat-
ens the academic health of SUNY. "I think that
coming from a trustee, it indicates wrong-head-
ed stewardship for the university. It just takes us
in the wrong direction."

"I think what we're dealing with here is
a situation where the trustees are not defending
the institution they are entrusted with," Zweig
said. De Russy has an agenda, Zweig added,
one he's convinced that if followed would
prove disastrous for the state university. "The
agenda that de Russy brings is an agenda for
limiting SUNY, for limiting public education in
the State of New York."

De Russy's writings speak volumes for
her. A memorandum dated July 25, 1995, sent to
the 13 other SUNY trustees and to Chancellor
Ryan entitled, "A Personal Vision of SUNY's

uture," reads like a
road map to
SUNY's- destruc-
tion. Consider the
following:

* Page two of
the document
includes a recom-
mendation to
"Refocus which
programs are
offered at each

SUNY campus, because it is not necessary that
each campus offer a comprehensive menu." This
is advocating the elimination of an array of
departments and programs. Change NY, a
group which de Russy used to belong to, seeks
to eliminate what they call "redundancy" at
SUNY campuses. What is actually at stake is
accessibility to programs.

* The same page also calls for an
effort to "eliminate weak course offerings."
This section is a declaration of her intention
to micromanage academic content from her
politically-appointed office in Albany. She
recommends appointing a committee of "emi-
nent scholars" to review all the course offer-
ings and eliminate those they consider
"insubstantial." One has to question what for-
mer Westchester Community College trustee
de Russy would consider a scholar "eminent"
enough to decide what to teach at SUNY and
what not to. One also wonders how much
input de Russy would like to have in the
selection of such a committee.

9 Page three calls for an elimination of
all "SUNY graduate programs in fields that are
amply covered by private institutions within the
state or region, e.g. law, medical, dental, and
pharmacy schools." This is a blatant call for the
elimination of most SUNY graduate programs.
State University graduate programs have a hard
enough time competing with their better-
financed private counterparts (although many
schools not only compete but excel) that an
attack from administrators within the system
threatens not only the viability of state-funded
graduate programs, but access to graduate stud-
ies for New York's poorer students.

* The same page boasts a desire to
"Eliminate any English-as-a-Second-Language
courses offered by SUNY." Trustee de Russy
believes only those students who speak English
deserve college degrees. Rather than having
SUNY schools assist foreign and non-English-
speaking Americans in their attempts to learn
English, de Russy would like to see this segment
of society denied a college education.
Xenophobia has no place at SUNY.

o Page four of de Russy's memoran-
dum details her belief in the need to "Raise
SUNY tuition further to bring it in line with the
average of neighboring states." This after a
June, 1995 tuition raise. Making it more difficult
for lower and middle class students to attend
SUNY runs directly contrary to SUNY's mis-
sion. How does such a move serve the interests
of SUNY students?

The memorandum contains much more.
Among de Russy's other ideas are a push to
allow private business to have more influence
over, and input into New York public education,
a call to eliminate day care and family planning
at SUNY campuses and an effort to eliminate
affirmative action at SUNY a la Proposition 209,
California's backward-moving nod to racism in
state education.

De Russy's agenda is as plain as day, for
those who wish to see it for what it is. Governor
Pataki appointed de Russy in April, 1995 after
an election which he read as a mandate to con-
servatize New York State. De Russy was one of
dozens of minions appointed to state-paid posi-
tions by Pataki in an effort to change New York.
"I have no question that she's there to represent
a very Republican, conservative viewpoint,"
Zweig said. "The fact that it's Republican is not
important. The fact that it wants to shut SUNY
down is."

De Russy's objections to the New Paltz
conference, when viewed within the context
of a short career of anti-SUNY maneuvering,
can thus be seen as the latest volley in the bat-
tle for the future of public higher education in
New York. De Russy has seized on a contro-
versial and flamboyant academic debate and
has expertly used its volatility as a weapon in
her efforts.

It's not too difficult to see de Russy as
little more than a bureaucratic ostrich, either to
stupid or too cunning to pull her head out of the
ground. "I have no doubt that her outrage is
genuine," Bowen said. "I think she has difficulty
understanding why people aren't outraged in
the same way she is. What I worry about quite
honestly, is that she believes that everyone else
should see things the way she does."

Stupid or cunning - either way, Zweig
feels de Russy and the movement she represents
is dangerous to SUNY. "[It's] a direct assault on
public higher education in New York and it
needs to be resisted," he said.

De Russy Watch is a bi-weekly column that
examines SUNY trustee Candace de Russy and her
efforts to dismantle the state university system.
Every week, we'll use Trustee de Russy's own words
to expose her as the dangerous politician she is.
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ISSUES

MASSACRE IN MEXICO
By Terry McLaren recently weakened ruling party, the Institutional survivor, Manuel Perez Vazquez, 40, told Reuters.

Revolutionary Party or PRI. "They killed a lot of women and children. They
Forty five defenseless refugees, including Public global outrage following the blood- killed off those who were lying wounded on the

39 women and children, were brutally massacred bath has led to the resignation of several high-rank- ground."
on December 22 outside of the village of Acteal, ing officials. First to go was federal Interior Pedro Vazquez, a 13 year old survivor, said
. . . . ..V1 . .. d I I I . -1 •- .I . . ..- 1 . rr1 tl . I 1 . • 1. aI . 1 'll•.
Mexico. Iwenty five gunmen in trucks, dressed in
black and wearing masks, opened fire on the
refugee camp's occupants with their automatic
weapons, some of them picking off the wounded
who were stranded in the mud. The shooting last-
ed for five hours. Refugees, members of the indige-
nous Tzotzil group, had been gathering for months
in the hillside camp, living in shelters consisting of
posts and banana leaves.

This is not the first violent incident the
impoverished southern state of Chiapas has seen,

Minister Emilio Lhuayffet. he caught sight or the killers on a main road near
Three days later Chiapas the camp.
Governor Julio Cesar Ruiz "I saw some armed men on the road," he
Ferro stepped down. The told Reuters. "They asked me to come with them to
two had come under harsh the camp, but they scared me, so I ran into the bush
criticism from opponents and hid. Only afterward did I learn they killed my
who claimed that they knew father and mother. The shooting lasted for hours."
about the planned paramili- Orphaned by the massacre, 4 year old
tary attacks and did nothing Lucia Vazquez Luna lay in a hospital bed with her
to stop them. "Ruiz Ferro is leg shattered by a bullet. Her aunt, Maria Vazquez
responsible by ommision Gomez, whose mother and brother died in the

but it is by far the bloodiest. Home to the guerrilla UPTMAYOR and incompetence in the bloodbath, waswith her
Zapatista Army for National Liberation (EZLN), massacre of 45 [people]," Gomez trembled and sobbed uncontrol-
which defends Mexico's downtrodden indigenous said state congressman Arturo Perez to the cham- lably as she cried "I'm all alone, I'm all alone."
people, the state has seen little peace since the ber. Ruiz was replaced by a PRI congressman from Despite pleas for calm in Chiapas, tensions
Zapatistas exploded onto the scene in 1994. Two Chiapas, Roberto Albores, who is said to have good still simmer. The Zapatistas now accuse the army of
weeks of fighting during the Zapatista uprising left relations with all sides involved in the conflict, trying to provoke the rebels into an outright war.
140 people dead. In total, about 500 people have including the local Catholic Church, which In a January 5th statement, Zapatista
died in political conflicts and land disputes follow- staunchly defends the indigenous people. Acteal's leader Subcommander Marcos said "To date, the
ing the rebellion. The slaughtered refugees were mayor Jacinto Arias Cruz, is now behind bars, EZLN has maneuvered to avoid fighting with fed-
known supporters of the Zapatistas. charged with arming the killers. Forty suspects in eral army troops...but from one moment to the next

One aspect of the slaughter that makes it total, many with PRI ties, have been arrested in there could be armed conflict." Can you blame
all the more horrifying is the government's involve- connection to the recent carnage, them?
ment in it. Survivors of what has been called the The innocent survivors gave heart rending The Zapatistas hold the government
"orgy of killing" in Acteal were able to identify accounts of the event that shattered their lives and responsible for ordering the December massacre
their assailants and even provide reporters with a families, in order to make the world aware of this and say that President Ernesto Zedillo instructed
list of names of suspects. Despite the killers' masks, inhuman nightmare. The following were obtained the army to use public outrage over the massacre as
refugees recognized them as part of a group of from Reuters Online. an excuse to enter Zapatista-held areas in search of
young paramilitaries who have been training at "When the gunfire started, we ran toward the arms.
night in four military style camps near the settle- stream and tried to hide in the bush, but the attack- "We will never give up our weapons," Marcos
ment. The paramilitaries are backed by Mexico's ers came after us, firing at everyone" a sobbing said.

"Dissent," continued from page 3
listen as the TV people did their thing. They channels (9 and 11) even gave our point of view Island Voice, the New York Press, and the
took some shots around the office, and filmed at all. Village Times. Thankfully, they were all willing
our "spokesman," Jamie, reading the statement. We were also a little more than upset to to listen to our position, and help shine some

As soon as they finished, Channel 5 see Shirley Strum Kenny, our own University light on Candace de Russy's crimes at New
called. Then 12. And 9. President, show up on several of the reports. Paltz.

I spent the remainder of the day on the True to form, Shirley took a student crisis and Since then, nothing much has hap-
phone with the office as I packed my bags to used it to get her face on camera. While a real pened. We've heard from a lot of students and
return to school a few days early. John handled University President (say, for instance, New faculty, all of whom wished to congratulate us
the news crews and even appeared on camera Paltz's Roger Bowen) would have used the and tell us to keep up the good work. In fact,
once or twice. opportunity to show that they stand by their we've only gotten one complaint... it's reprinted

I will spare you the repetitive details of students and by the first amendment, Shirley on page 5.
each news crew's visit, but offer these analysis of used it to get back at us for all the times we've As far as the school itself goes, we've
their behavior: Channel 9 was the nicest (you criticized her. More on that in our editorial, received no backlash... no cries for punishment
go, Ernie Anastos!), and Channel 5 the meanest. All in all, however, watching ourselves or defunding. It would seem the students and
This, however, is no surprise, as Fox Five is on TV was a great experience. Even if it wasn't faculty are smart enough to see the real issue.
owned by Rupert Murdoch, who also owns the the kind of attention we might prefer, we're One person, however, apparently isn't:
New York Post. happy we had the opportunity to pull trustee de SUNY Chancellor John Ryan. He has asked us to

Eventually, the news crews left, and I Russy out of the shadows and into the realm of issue an apologize for our actions.
hightailed it to campus on the next train I could public criticism. So here, then, Chancellor Ryan, is your
get. apology. We are quite sorry that some of you

I arrived on campus the next morning, took our November 26th issue to be sexist or
The news reports that night were both anxiously awaiting more media attention. We anti-Catholic, because you missed the point

wonderful and terrible. On one hand, we were waited breathlessly for the issue to mushroom, entirely. The New Paltz/Candace de Russy con-
thrilled that our little paper had made it onto expecting calls from the big networks, the New troversy isn't about religion, it's about censor-
four TV stations in the biggest of big cities. On York Times, Time and Newsweek. ship. Candace de Russy isn't important because
the other hand, we saw a lot of things which But none came. we made fun of her, she's important because she
really pissed us off. We can only hope these larger media is in a position of power in the SUNY system.

For one thing, there was the way in outlets recognized Trustee de Russy's com- The real issue here is freedom.
which the TV people took de Russy's bait, hook plaints as what they were: a smokescreen, not Any critics who wish to further ques-
line and sinker. They reported the story as if we worthy of attention. Chances are, though, that tion the rights of the Stony Brook Press, and of
were the bad guys --those crazy kids!-- and not they just didn't think we were that interesting. the students at SUNY New Paltz, are referred to
de Russy, who, if you remember, was trying to Over the next few days, we talked to a Amendment I of the Bill of Rights.
censor and silence student voices! Only two couple more newspapers, including the Long
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by Amanda C. Stevens

Young and
Modern says that
"the Streetwalker
look" will be very

profitable this
spring.
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WHAT A WORLD

By Marlo Allison Del Toro

If you don't know, or if you are having a hard time trying to get your foot in the door,
the Career Placement Center can help. The CPC is a college office designed to aid students
in finding internships and jobs.

Students who aren't sure what they want to do, or even what they want to major in,
can take one of the centers "strong interest inventories"; the inventories, which take about
30 minutes to complete, reveal professions the student may consider working in based on
the student's interest areas. Once the student has an idea what s/he would like to do, or
even if s/he still needs help figuring it out, the student should make an appointment to
speak with one of the centers six counselors.

On the last Wednesday of each month the appointment book for the next month is
opened to students. During appointments, counselors will go over the students' resume,
and help students find information about jobs and internships. Counselors also encourage
students to volunteer in their areas of interest through VI.T.A.L. (Volunteers Involved
Together for Action in Life), so students can experience first hand the work involved in
that field. Counselors will also perform mock interviews and video-taped interviews with
students.

For students who would rather work alone, the center holds several information
workshops throughout the year on resume and cover letter writing, interviewing skills,
presenting yourself to prospective employers, job search strategies, etc. The center also has
a career resource library which, since the center is also in charge of graduate school place-
ment testing, holds books on taking the GRE and the LSAT in addition to magazines about
several job fields. Students can look through binders for companies that are hiring, and
there are computers in the center hooked up to the CPC on-line site, through which stu-
dents can look up businesses that are hiring and file their resume on Job Track.

Tim Luzader, the director of the CPC, would like students to check out the center dur-
ing freshman year. Then, the counselors can help students choose the major that is best for
their proposed line of work, and suggest classes that may be beneficial. Also, the center
can help underclassmen find summer jobs.

Job Fair
On March 11, the Career Placement Center will be hosting a job fair in the sports com-

plex. Approximately 150 companies will participate in this semester's fair. Luzader rec-
ommends students attend one of the center's 30 minute orientations, which should better
prepare them for meeting company executives.
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We are the forgotten ones--the
odd, the strange the deviant; We are the
December graduates. We do not follow
the mainstream. Until last year we got no
ceremony, no pomp, no circumstances.
We essentially get a Tea party.
How verv British of anv v
American university. We did
not get a grand showing of the
hard work we put in. We got a
quiet and dignified tea. A--
"well-I-guess-we-should-do
something-for-them-to-throw
them-a-bone. Of course you
also receive the option to come
back in the spring for the real
ceremony,Which grants us the
ability to wear a tassel with the
wrong graduation year. By my
calculations, if you graduate in December
'97 you are still class of '97 not '98. You
don't even attend classes in '98. What the
hell, it's close enough for government
work, and this is a government institu-
tion.

Why do we graduate in December?
For two main reasons: We worked hard
and actually graduated early. What drugs
have I been on, we couldn't get the into
the proper classes to graduate in the pre-
vious May, and the classes weren't
offered over the summer (the more realis-

By Philip Russo Jr

Now that the vacation is over, we all
must begin the difficult task of reviving our
brains from the TV-induced coma that we put
them in. I myself sat and watched a lot of news
over the break, and since I live in the city I
turned on NY1, the New York City cable chan-
nel, and allowed the media to spoon-feed me all
the information I needed to know. I had prob-
lems with a lot of the things that the television
told me, but most of them revolved around the
big plans Mayor Rudy Giuliani has for my dear
city. Apparently Giuliani hasn't turned the city
into a big enough police state, and is now begin-
ning a shitload of projects to rectify that situa-
tion.

First and foremost, the esteemed Mayor
is planing to hire sixteen hundred more police
officers. No city can survive without grunts with
handguns ready to keep "the streets safe". I
don't know about you, but I'm not sure if I real-
ly want all those cops on the street. Correct me if
I'm wrong, but I think it's a bad move to give
any New Yorker permission to carry a gun. Just
my opinion.

Next we have a two-fold problem. The
first problem is something called the pedestrian
barricades. These little devices are supposed to
slow pedestrian traffic by keeping the walking
public from crossing certain streets, making it
easier for the automotively endowed to get
where they want to go. The second problem, and

mits and 1U's last 5 years).

What awaits us after graduation?
A job.

That about sums it up, if you were lucky
enough you found

one HowA e e v
r

that is a
difficult task in
December. Most
c o m• p a n i e s
expect people in
May. If you
were smart you
started looking
in September. If
not, I pity you.
With luck you

will have a jump
on the May graduates. However I suggest
you start practicing this phrase, "You
want Fries with that?" because that is
probably where you will end up. I got
lucky and had a job fall in my lap, but not
until May.

We are the forgotten ones. We slip
through the cracks in the system and have
to put our lives on pause until the main-
stream catches up with us. Even if you go
to some graduate school, you will still
end up waiting until September. Unless
you happen to be lucky enough to find

the one I am most annoyed with, is Giuliani's
crack down on the evil jaywalker. Now, can you
tell me what on earth is giving a person a twen-
ty-five dollar fine going to do? I say it's just
going to give police officers another reason to
harass kids they would otherwise have no rea-
son to harass.

"So," you might say, "it seems like the
Mayor is just trying to get the city to run more
efficiently, and cut down on the rate of accidents
and such. What's the big deal?" And if it were
only the examples that I have just given you, I
would be inclined to agree, and chastise myself
for being a worry wart, but unfortunately the
problem runs much deeper. Not only do we have
more cops, and more rules, but now we have the
watchful eye of technology looming in one of the
most frequented parks in the city. Yes there are
now cameras placed strategically around
Washington Square Park. That little tidbit of
information almost made me lose my lunch
when I first heard it, and continues to make me
sick every time I think about it.

So let me put all of this together in a way
that will show you exactly how my mind works.
You can hop off of the Long Island Railroad one
morning and proceed to your place of employ-
ment. You notice that there is an unusually high
number of police officers swarming around the
city, but you act like a good New Yorker, and
ignore everything but your prime directive,
Getting To Work. You see that the street that
your place of business is on is blocked off by one

semester.
If you are unfortunate enough to

be one of the forgotten ones I wish you
luck. I also leave you with this poem. If
you are lost, let it guide you. You may
never know where life will lead you, but
never give up the hope of fulfilling your
dreams.

The Uncharted Horizon

I look to the future
The uncharted horizon

I go in a single direction
Forward into the unknown

can see where I've been
Though I can never return

Instead I draw strength from whence I came
I use it as the force that propels -me forward

My course is unknown
Yet I move forvV ý

I look to the direction of my travels
But my vision is unclear

I know not what lies in my path
But I shall fear it not

For life is an adventure
Into the uncharted horizon.

Congratulations graduates, and remember:
these are nothing more than the ravings of
The Lunatick.

of those pesky pedestrian barricades, but you
think nothing of going around it, when all of a
sudden a large armed man in a uniform asks you
for your I.D. and then writes you a twenty five
dollar ticket. Now you're in a bad mood and
you're still on the wrong side of the road, so you
rush to the next corner, and you look both ways,
making sure there are no cars coming. Like most
new yorkers you ignore the don't walk sign
because hey it's just a sugestion anyway, right?
But not true, and in the middle of the street you
are stopped by another cop and given another
twenty five dollar fine.

You go to work and have a regular day,
which we all know is really a shitty day, and all
you want to do is hop on the E train into the
Village and buy a dime bag and go home and
smoke your day away.

Now you have arrived at Washington
Square Park. You go to your favorite drug dealer
and begin your purchase, when out of the corner
of your eye you see the setting sun glisten off of
the lens of a slowly moving camera. You snatch
your ten dollars back, but you're not in time.
Five officers rush towards you with their guns
drawn, and arrest you and your favorite drug
dealer.

Not something Orwell would write?
Well I'm not Orwell, but that is the best case sce-
nario. Just think what the worst case scenario
might be like? Who knows what else might be in
store for us when we wake up tomorrow morn-
ing? Who knows...
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FEATURES

By Michael Yeh

Many visitors to the Woodward Gallery
in New York City last month agreed on one
thing: the exhibit certainly lived up to its name.

"Beyond the Here and Now," a collec-
tion of paintings by Stony Brook art professor
Terence Netter, was on display from December 4
to January 10 at the prominent SoHo gallery.

Netter draws upon a lifetime of experi-
ence to create a unique style that seems to speak
r __ - 1- i1 - - - 1 A _ 1 --- 1- g - 1-'ir ,'

trom the soul. Ana wnat a lite it
has been! At the age of 68, he has
served as a Jesuit priest, a universi-
ty professor, director of several
performing arts centers, and until
recently, the founding director of
the Staller Center for the Arts.

But Netter's fascination
with art prompted him to resume
painting in 1962, after earning
degrees in English, philosophy,
Theology and Studio Art, and
spending 15 years in preparation
for his ordination. Using his reli-
gious training and academic back-
ground to become "plugged into
the Zeitgeist," Netter expresses
WArhrat ho ol PIivro.C t hP the Pv•oIlu1-

tion of the human spirit through HurryU
time on his canvases.

"Like many another gifted educator,
Terence Netter is very much on the jump in his
own work," wrote New York Times art critic
John Russell. "Theme after theme from the his-
tory of modern art floats in and out of these
canvases "

"The style of these paintings is a joining
of all the different worlds," said John
Woodward, Director of the Woodward Gallery.
"It's science, art, and religion all at once. He is a
renaissance man."

These paintings were created by a
reverse printing process called "frottage" that
was first invented by Dadaist pioneer Max
Ernst. "I was too rigid to approach a painting
properly," said Netter, "But one day, I discov-
ered an interesting texture by accident while I
was removing old paint with turpentine."

After much experimentation, Netter
recreated this effect by covering a water-based
gesso painting with a layer of oil paint. He
poured paint thinner over the canvas, causing
the two layers of pigment to mix together into a
rich swirling sea of color. Then he laid down
pieces of newsprint paper on the wet canvas
and printed off, creating the fluid forms that
have become his signature. Sometimes, he
paints out much of the original picture, but he
always leaves a trace of his creative process.

"Some people think the paintings are
photographic, microscopic, and organic," said
Woodward, "but most of all, they're original and
extremely contemporary."

Upon learning about Netter's religious
background, many visitors were surprised to
find very little iconography in his paintings. "I
wanted to create paintings that moved, with
imagery that is not outdated and corny, and
uninteresting to contemporary people," said
Netter. Yet he skillfully touches the heart and
offers glimpses into the spiritual world.

The human desire to make contact with

the supernatural was represented in
Communion, with a flying frottage angel and a
telephone dial. One visitor commented, "I like
the idea of dial-a-prayer."

In Windows '97, Netter portrays the
Holy Trinity with three overlapping windows
representing the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit. A sea of deep reddish purple frottage
forms the background, which also gives rise to
symbolic shapes that appear to sprout from the
realm of the infinite. As in Communion, an angel
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tlies over a solid circle, but
its tail blends into the back-
ground. A slanted human
figure juts into a solid rec-
tangle on the lower right,
with its caudal end dissolv-
ing into the purple ground
below. A cross hovers
between these figures,
showing the delicate shades
of the background.

But the most striking
and mysterious message in
Windows '97 comes from the
phrase at the top of the
painting that reads "Ogni
Speranza Voi Ch'entrate",
rr "All h onur wrli TAerTh ntr -
V1 IJ , J IL ,.L. , .U VVILU ,ILL.L

Sand Wait, 1993 here." This quotation pre-
sents an optimistic antithe-

sis to the famous line from Dante's Inferno,
"Abandon all hope you who enter here."

"The paintings made me think that I
could walk into them," said junior Scott
Michelitch. "There was a lot of depth to his
work."

One constant feature in Netter's paint-
ings is the use of circles. "The circle is a symbol
of perfection, and there-
fore of God," said Netter.
"I need a circle to make a
painting look complete."
This completeness is
often achieved by por-
traying spherical objects
from nature such as the
sun and the moon.

Window to
Cathedral on Mars is the
only piece that doesn't
contain any circles.
Instead, the canvas itself
is a large circle of fluid
blue and white swirls
covered with a geometric
vermillion web. Or is it a
vermillion background
covered with a blue network? The two contrast-
ing colors compete for attention and create an
illusion of gray vibrations at the edges. Netter
said, "I wanted a vibrant painting, something
like the Rose Window of Chartres, but with a
contemporary look."

Although much of Netter's work repre-
sents the enigmatic realm of the supernatural,
he often uses frottage patterns to create images
of concrete objects in nature. In Moon Rising, the
viewer peers through a layer of maple leaves to
see a bright yellow moon emerging into a dark
blue sky. The leaves were somewhat reminiscent
of an autumn landscape, blending almost every
color in the rainbow into what Woodward

Four Seaso

describes as "a painting within a painting."
Four Seasons is a collection of four paint-

ings inspired by nature. In Spring, a large yellow
sphere rises behind green frottage grass blades.
Summer has a carefree atmosphere, with an
ocean of blue frottage fragments on a white
background that flirts with the eye. A fish
emerges from the blue swirls, but look again
from the side and it becomes an angel floating in
the sky. In Fall, light blue and crimson branches
are superimposed over a dark, gloomy sky
under a black moon. The emptiness of Winter is
represented by bare tree branches with frottage
bark under a bleak, bright sky. Stenciled signs at
the lower left corner shout "CLOSED" and
"KEEP OUT"!

"In this day and age, there is very little
to get excited about, " said Woodward. "There is
very little art I see that is truly creative. But
Terry Netter is the most unique, for he is not rid-
ing on the coattails of any artist."

Woodward believes that Netter's style
may define the art of the next millennium. "You
are witnessing something in this show that will
become very apparent in the year 2000," he said.

The millennium is approaching rapidly,
creating the same sense of urgency that Netter
captures in Hurry Up and Wait. Multicolored
numerals jump from the canvas, while a spring
from a grandfather clock and a smaller electric
clock tick away. But Woodward believes that
people in the art world "haven't accepted the
fact that the year 2000 is just a few months
away," and will not realize it until late 1999. He
predicted that "two years from now, there will
be a major revelation in the art world, and at
that point, these paintings will register."

Netter's art is already enticing those
who plan for the future. Some of the paintings

on display have been
sold, and some will
be installed in the
newly renovated
Albany State Library.

To his students,
however, this art is
only one of Netter's
many admirable
characteristics. "As
an instructor, he's
brilliant," said senior
Trinda Moses, "I've
learned more from
him than anyone
else."

Many students

ns 1994-1996I admire his dedica-
n tion to undergradu-

ates and his efforts to reach out to them. "He's
not just a teacher, but he's a friend," said junior
Howard Chen.

"He is a priest for atheists," commented
junior Laura Kolker on his open mind. "I was
impressed by his willingness to learn and grow
throughout life."

Terence Netter's rich academic back-
ground and creative talent have changed the
way his students view and appreciate the fine
arts. "I now know the difference between 'I like
it' and 'it is beautiful'," said one student.
"Professor Netter's art is beautiful. He is a rare
combination of modesty and bravado."
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By Hilary Vidair

Once upon a time, in an era not too long
ago, men and women dated, "went steady", and
eventually, got married. In today's society, howev-
er, things are not as simple. There are various
words associated with the different types of
courtship adhered to nowadays, yet I refer to them
as "talking", "seeing", and "going out".

Talking is when you just meet someone
that you like. You exchange numbers and hangout
a couple of times. There is no pressure to be com-
mitted because you aren't considered a couple.
You're just getting to know each other.

Seeing someone is when things start to get
a little more serious. People are aware that the two
of you are dating, yet you are "together when
you're together." In other words, both of you have
the freedom to see other people.

When you are going out, the two of you
become monogamous. You are officially boyfriend
and girlfriend. Yet this does not guarantee falling
in love, getting married, and so on. It means that
you are supposed to be faithful for as long as you
both agree to.

Yet in today's world, many people do not
stay monogamous. Cheating seems to be a norm
in young people's relationships today. People
commit to each other with no intentions of
remaining faithful. Many people want to see
more than one person. This is perfectly fine as

By Owen Tighe

PART II

When they visit a public toilet, women frequently
have to deal with long queues and inconvenient
clothing. It can't be pleasant for the girls, but they
have it easy compared to us blokes. They just grab
two or three other lassies (mates or strangers, it
doesn't seem to matter), and off they go. Chatting,
laughing, sharing make-up, and even sharing cubi-
cles--they almost make a day of it.

For men, the whole thing is lot more complicat-
ed. Admittedly, we rarely have to wait more than a
minute for a place at the porcelain, and once we're
there, all the necessary equipment is readily at
hand--available and in action in the blink of an eye.
We barely even have to adjust our stance to take a
look.

But every man will agree that when it comes to
using public toilet, the obstacles in the way make
the minefields of Bosnia look safe. There are a rig-
orous set of unspoken rules that dictate how you
must react to any given toilet situation, and be
warned: you break them at your own peril!

Every man's nightmare is to find four urinals in
a row--with one guy at each end. Confronted with
such a situation, you must make a split-second
decision. Who do you stand next to? If you don't
act quickly, the other men might think you're a
"loiterer" and eye you suspiciously. Chances are,
whoever you choose to stand next to, the other will
leave almost as soon as you've started and you will
be left standing cozily next to another unzipped
man, with plenty of space around you. You'd bet-
ter hope that you're new friend finishes and leaves

long as they are honest about it to all of the peo-
ple they are seeing. It is not fair to lead someone
to believe that they are the only one when in fact
they are not.

I know a guy that goes out with as many
girls at one time that he can. He tells each of
them that they are the only one for him.
Meanwhile, he's banging five other girls. When
asked about his behavior, his only comment is, "I
got hurt once by a girl I really cared about. I
don't want to get hurt again. So I tell every girl I
care about her so that she'll sleep with me. I
ended up caring for about twenty girls last
month. If I act like this, I'm not being truthful to
them, so I can't get hurt if they try to hurt me.
You see, I'll have so many others left that it will
be alright." The only person that this guy is hurt-
ing is himself. He'll end up alone. What he needs
to do is take some risks in life. That's the only
way he'll get anywhere. Otherwise, the only
thing he will get is a disease.

Another guy I know cheats because his
friends do. He denies it, but it's obvious. Every
time he says that he really cares about someone,
his friends make fun of him. They tell him that
he's "whipped" and that he is wrapped around
her finger. Soon after, he cheats on her. Then his
boys give him pounds and he's proven to them
how much of a man he is. What he is, is a moron.

Don't get me wrong, I'm not saying that
all guys are like this. And girls can be just as evil.

before someone else comes in and catches you
standing out of position. Because if you aren't
standing as far away from all other men as possi-
ble, you have broken the first rule of urinal eti-
quette.
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unacknowledged, but potential
mous. A friend of mine swears t
had a very nonchalant attitude to u
the gents until the day he was caul
out of position. Someone made
sarcastic comment, and now he suf
fers from "performance anxiety"--
even after a heavy night, he can-
not come up with the liquid goods
in public.

If he'd been caught glancing
towards his neighbors things
could have been worse. In the
gents, it is a cardinal sin to look a
anything other than your own "be
mate" or the tiles on the wall in fri
of you. A few bars have put ta
sports pages in glass cases above urinals,
and I applaud them. They provide plenty to occu-
py the mind, and prevent any temptation to check
out what sort of equipment your neighbor is using.

Don't get me wrong. Urinal etiquette isn't all
about size--it has little to do with hiding if you're
small, or parading if you're big. It is about not pro-
viding anyone (least of all yourself) with a reason
for thinking you are in the bathroom for any rea-
son other than a quick tinkle.

Maybe we're just paranoid, but in a room full of
men in a state of undress, most blokes like to feel
as masculine as possible. Emphatic hawking, lung

This girl that I'm friends with is in a won-
derful relationship. In fact, it's the first decent one
that she's ever had. So this is the deal. She's really
nervous that the love-of-her-life may one day
screw her over, which scares her because she cares
about their relationship a great deal. So she goes
and cheats on him with one of her loser ex-
boyfriends. This way, if she ever finds out that he
cheated on her, she won't feel as bad because she
will know that she did the same thing to him. Can
we say stupid?

The point I'm trying to make here is that
if a person doesn't want to get into a monoga-
mous relationship, they should say so from the
start. Honesty is the best policy. I know that I'd
rather be talking to someone who told me that
they didn't want anything serious right now than
someone who professed their undying love for
me while fucking some other bitch(es). If people
were truthful from the beginning, they wouldn't
have to be so on guard about hurt or whipped.

If all you do is cheat, than either you'll get
caught or you'll be stuck with the feeling of guilt
when you finally do care about the person you
cheated on. Then you'll either have to spill your
guts and face the consequences or live with that for
the rest of your life. And to all those cheaters who
don't think they'll ever get hurt, what goes around
comes around! You'll either be hurt by someone
you really care about or end up by yourself. Then
look who has the last laugh, sucker!

clearing, and gobbing are the most obvious
attempts to strut masculinity. Some guys love it,
but I always feel slightly nauseated standing next
to someone who's spitting into the bowl. Likewise
I've never liked the blokes that still haven't come
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)ing the fly, they feel obliged to go the
iole hog, belts, top buttons, it seems the
>t has to come undone. I suppose they
ire simply asserting their masculinity
in a slightly exhibitionist way.

The most blase urinal-users have
been seen to swig beer from pints as
they sprinkle the porcelain. But even
these men quake in fear of the most
appalling toilet situation...the arrival of
;irls. It is frightening, but true, that
>me girls feel that it is their right to use
Sgents when their own loo queues are
long. Only bawdy, brassy, girls do this,
they scare the hell out of men. Some
ill nervously joke about how rude they
blokes will try to ignore them. All guys

will attempt to ensure that the girls can't see what
they are up to, and some will quietly wish that the
girls would put on a show for the boys and use the
urinals like everyone else.

The shock of a girl in the gents is the one thing
big enough to re-write the rules on urinal etiquette.
It stops us from asserting our aggressive masculin-
ity, and turns us all into fumbling thirteen year old
schoolboys. I can say all the above with a reason-
able amount of certainty, but I cannot say for sure
whether it is good luck if the flush interrupts you
mid-stream. And remember it is never acceptable
to relieve yourself in the sink.
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By Sophia Rovitti

On December 30, WUSB began broadcast-
ing the first 7-day reggae marathon in the history
of music. This was also the first time that WUSB
was netcast over the Internet. People all over the
world were able to "tune in" by accessing the
WUSB website (www.wusb.org), where they were
prompted to go to the clappers site (http://lis-
ter.ultrakohl.com), where they could hear the
broadcast. People could also listen over the phone.
Reportedly, people would call on speaker-phone
and leave it on all day in place of the radio.

Throughout the marathon they had a
tremendous listening audience. People logged on
from Austria, New Zealand, and Denmark, just to
name a few of the countries. Their first request,
came from Turkey.

For that week, the marathon made reg-
gae highly accessible to countries where it is not
ordinarily so. During the marathon, the people
participating in it monitored the clappers website
on a web-TV unit. At times, there were so many
people trying to log on that the signal got
knocked off temporarily.

The marathon lasted from 7pm December
30 to 5:30pm January 5. They had over 60 guests,
including DJs from the tri-state area who donated
their time to keep the marathon going around the
clock. Reggae artists, including Beenie Man,
General Degree, Michael Rose, and Morgan's
Heritage, also took part in the marathon. The spon-
sors included Cataffo's Pizza, Eastern Pavilion,
Strathmore bagels, Yvonnes's Caribbean Delights,
VP Records, and SOB's Nightclub. The event was
coordinated by Kibrett Neguse, Lister Hewan-
Lowe,.and Gopher Kay, and was also made possi-
ble by the people at WUSB who gave up there time
slots. Regarding the marathon, Hewan-Lowe said,
"I wanted to ... have people actually experience a

By Jill Baron

Although the beginning-of-the-semester-
textbook-frenzy is dying down, many of us, (myself
included,) continue to ponder this question: how
can a bunch of pages stuck together with boring
crap written on them cost so damn much? This, I'm
afraid, I can't answer. However, I did go to the two
places where Stony Brook students generally buy
their books, Wallace's and Stony Books, and com-
pare prices and speak to some of the head honchos
to find out, once and for all, who you should be giv-
ing your money to.

At Wallace's, the on-campus bookstore, I
spoke with Richard Hastings, the textbook manag-
er. Mr. Hastings has worked at the bookstore for
about nine months. I asked him why he felt that
students might prefer to shop at Wallace's instead
of Stony Books. He felt that the "open base situa-
tion" makes shopping for books easier for students;
students can walk around and peruse the books at
their leisure [although the beginning of the semes-
ter crowds make it difficult to do so], whereas at
Stony Books, students have to give the people
behind the counter a list of their courses and let
them retrieve the books from the back. Mr.
Hastings also cited "one-stop shopping." "personal-
ized service," the convenient on-campus location,
and the fact that they employ "fellow students" as
incentives for students to shop at Wallace's instead

real reggae station. So it's a fantasy that only lasted
7 days and it had a tremendous impact."

The idea for the marathon started a few
years back when Hewan-Lowe was the first person
in the US to broadcast reggae for 24 hours. He did
it again the following two
years. One of the features
of the marathon was that
Hewan-Lowe would not
repeat any of the tunes
played during previous
marathons. Eventually, he
had to stop, not having the
financial resources to keep
up with his no-repeat polic'
It was Neguse's idea to start it up again. The two
years before this it lasted for 4 days. This year they
made history again with a whole week of reggae,
which was prompted by the huge response they
have gotten from listeners in the past.

This year the marathon came at a poignant
time; a radio station in NYC, WNKW, the biggest
Caribbean radio station I the area, was purchased
for $1.15 million and starting January 1 became a
Spanish station. The people who organized the
marathon feel that this is a great loss and that the
gap needs to be filled. According to Hewan-Lowe,
"In the country, politically, reggae music has been
more oppressed than any other music in the histo-
ry of the United States of America, much more than
rap music, although rap music comes from reggae
music, which is something the rock and roll press
and most of the rap press don't want to admit to."

But WUSB's regular programming does
include reggae shows four times a week.\ Reggae
can be heard from 3-6am on Monday, 10-12pm on
Thursday, 7-9pm on Friday, and 12-3pm on
Saturday. Indecently, the show on Saturday is the
longest running reggae show in the US (28 years).

Some of the videos of the marathon will be

of Stony Books. I asked him how long the bookstore
has been around, and what problems they have run
into in that time. The main problem the bookstore
faces, he told me, is with professors not cooperat-
ing; they often don't order their books on time and
don't seem concerned about their students having
access to required books. They also run into prob-
lems with publishers running out of books, and
they sell out of the ones they do get. Mr. Hastings
also said the fact that our semester starts so late in
the month causes publishers to put us on the bot-
tom of their list; a school that starts, say, January
10th will be ensured their orders before one that
starts on January 21st. As for allegations that the
administration is urging professors to only order
from Wallace's, he said only that Wallace's has an
arrangement with the university that they must
carry books for all classes. I then asked him what he
would tell a professor to urge them to order from
Wallace's, and he said he would tell them that it
would be a help to their students and gives them
the opportunity to do "one-stop shopping." In con-
clusion, Mr. Hastings said that because Stony Books
is not under a contract with the university, they
have much more freedom to do what they want in
terms of prices, stock, etc.

The same set of questions were posed to
the proprietor of Stony Books, Bob Bruen, who has
been running the store since 1979. In regard to price
being the reason for student preference for Stony

of Dawn"
airing on 3-TV in a few weeks. Also, sound bites
and possibly video clips from the marathon will be
available for downloading from the clappers web-
site, which is the only reggae site with an active
conference site and chat rooms. The clappers web-

te was created by
Gopher Kay in Atlanta
and was named after
Clappers, a hard-core
underground reggae
record company. The
word clappers comes
from a Jamaican slang
word, which can mean
to redo someone's

song, to have sex with someone, or to kill an enemy.
Rumor has it, the marathon may be even

longer next year, depending on how much time the
radio station will give them. Hewan-Lowe and
Neguse would like to see as many artists as possi-
ble in the studio broadcasting with them next year.
Hewan-Lowe would also like to see more women
behind the mic, saying that, "The whole thing
behind the reggae marathon is that everybody is
equal. It's not a male or female thing. It's just a one-
ness thing."

For those who listened to the marathon
and check out the website, there are two contests
there. The first one is for people to list reggae
artists who were not played on the marathon. The
person with the longest list will win the reggae cd
on Island Records of their choice, compliments of
Lister Hewan-Lowe. The second one is that if any-
one has the whole marathon on tape, Hewan-Lowe
will give that person a special gift for the opportu-
nity to copy it. But, even if you don't have the tapes
and don't' know who wasn't played, you should
still check out the website to get the sound bites
and find out more about the music, the marathon,
and the people who run it.

Books, he said, "It's also a comparison in service
and in having the books. Are we cheaper? Yes, we
do discount and we do have a lot of used books,
which we're very aggressive on. Even for people
who ordered last week, the books were here."
Bruen said he worked seven days a week, for the
last three weeks in order to prepare for the busy
season. "Basically, at the used prices, we're the
same, but where they might have three copies, we
have 90." He said students also prefer Stony Books
because, "We are a counter service, all they have to
do is give us a list." He says Stony Books hasn't had
many problems outside those of other similar busi-
nesses in its 19 years. As for the claim that the
Administration is pushing professors to buy
through Wallace's, Bruen said, "They've exerted a
heavy amount of pressure on them. To me, it's a
restriction of academic freedom." He said that in
order to get course book lists, they aggressively e-
mail, call, and send mail to professors to get their
lists. He said he also has a big problem with profes-
sors not filing their course lists on time in order to
for them to fill book requests. "Books are expensive,
there's no ifs, ands, or buts about it," he said in con-
clusion.

The bottom line is: if money is not that a
big deal to you and you just want to get your books
without having to go off-campus, Wallace's will do
the job. However, if money is of concern to you,
and I'll wager it is, go to Stony Books.
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By Stephen Preston

The only good thing about Wag the Dog
is the script.

It's not surprising that the movie was
filmed in less than a month, on a low budget.
There's nothing especially bad about the direct-
ing or any of the other technical work. But
there's nothing impressive about it either.
Scenes always seemed to be missing something
unidentifiable that one expects. It would have
made a fantastic play, but as a movie it's just
technically unspectacular.

Some of the actors seem miscast. Robert
De Niro, as one of the producers, cast himself in
the central role of Conrad Brean, the White
House advisor who devises the Albanian war
distraction. I appreciated the way he was able to
make an essentially evil character likeable and
therefore keep the movie from being too simplis-
tic; however I think someone like Michael J. Fox
probably would have been better, due to his
uncanny resemblance to George Stephanopoulos
(whom I think this character was probably based
on). De Niro, perhaps due to his previous roles,
gives the impression of sleaziness, and I think
someone more innocent would fit better with the
ironic tone of the movie.

Most other actors were wasted. Anne
Heche is reduced to simply weeping and worry-
ing throughout the movie. But at least she has
more time on the camera than Andrea Martin,
who certainly deserved more than three throw-
away lines. I couldn't understand half the
things Willie Nelson said, because other charac-
ters kept talking over him. Woody Harrelson
almost single-handedly ruined the last half hour
of the movie. Dustin Hoffman plays his role of
the Hollywood director Stanley Motss (a gay-
bashing joke: MOTSS stands for "members of
the same sex") well, but a bit
too patronizingly effeminate
and stereotypical for my taste.
Craig T. Nelson and Dennis
Leary, both of whom I ordinar-
ily don't care for, gave surpris-
ingly good performances, and
I would have liked to see more
of their characters.

But Hilary Henkin's
and David Mamet's screen-
play, based on the novel
American Hero by Larry
" - *- I- - -t • - I--' -1 f _ _- T "• " __- - a-

Beinnart, is hilarious. ulrector Anne HAnne Heche take
Barry Levinson times the lines L H a
quickly enough that the astute viewer can just
barely catch every reference in the film, a rare
feat in most comedies.

The most impressive feature of this
movie is that it tells a story most people are afraid
to think about. The story is about a President
who is accused of molesting a Firefly girl in the
White House, eleven days before the election.
Brean (DeNiro) recruits Motss (Hoffman) to help
him distract the media until after the election,
using the most dramatic story he can devise: a
war with Albania. Gradually Motss and Brean
concoct stories about the Albanian situation,
making it more dramatic day after day as the
election approaches; media reports echo word-
for-word everything the President's advisors
want them to say. Fads, T-shirt slogans, and

"spontaneous" demonstrations are invented by
Motss' friends, portrayed by the media as gen-
uine, and copied by the public.

The movie is more daring than most
Hollywood movies: it demonstrates how easily
the media can be controlled. As you are proba-
bly well aware, most movies portray journalists
as unceasing crusaders for truth: The Paper and
The Hudsucker Proxy, for example. Those who
thought uncritically about the
movie might just think it's the
product of someone with a
strange conspiratorial view of
life. Reality is somewhat dif-
ferent. As a quick perusal of
Time, the New York Times, or
CNN will demonstrate, most
reporters are happy to repeat
the opinions of government
officials. "Objectivity" con-
sists of the opinions of two
government officials who dis-
agree onlv on tactics and tim-
ing, not on real policy. Bobby and Dustins

For example, consider the current main-
stream news coverage of the situation in Iraq.
Compare the versions of the story you've seen in
several forms of the media. In all of them, you
will see the story about William Cohen and his
bag of sugar (used to simulate anthrax, in order
to threaten the public). You will see some
"anonymous government official" talking about
how he thinks the government should kill
Saddam Hussein. You can see analysts dismiss-
ing Iraqi claims of poverty as propaganda;
remember when a group of Iraqis protested in
front of the UN embassy against the sanctions,
and "experts" said Saddam had probably orga-
nized the whole thing as a trick? Did you ever
see Iraa's perspective presented? Did the news

media ever seem to
believe Iraq had one?

Or how about
this: remember 1990,
when Iraq had just
invaded Kuwait, and
every news outlet
presented the story
of a Kuwaiti nurse
who claimed that
Iraqi soldiers had
stormed her hospital,
ripped babies from

i incubators, anaa minute to call Ellen back I , n
a tossed them on the

floor to get the medical equipment? It was a
horrifying story, and used by the media in edi-
torials to justify a vengeful invasion of Iraq (and
hopefully the murder of Saddam Hussein).
Only after the war had long been over was it dis-
covered that the entire story had been fabricated.
The nurse was actually the daughter of the sul-
tan of Kuwait; the sultan had hired an American
public relations firm to demonize Iraq in order
to persuade the American public to invade
(which worked quite well). Why did no news-
paper in the country investigate this before
announcing the story?

Remember smart bombs? And how it
was discovered after the war that their success
rate was actually much lower than the Pentagon
got everyone to believe? How about all the Iraqi

civilians who were killed when the "smart"
bombs missed their military targets, or when
civilian targets were bombed because military
intelligence mistook them for military installa-
tions? None of this was revealed by the media
until long after the war was over.

Why not? There are several possibili-
ties. One is that mainstream news reporters con-
cealed the truth for the sake of patriotism, afraid

that any negative
publicity about the
war would jeopar-
dize the mission. But
this doesn't explain
why the media
deceived the public
even before the war
had starte'd. Another
is that the media was
provided with all
their information by
the US government,
and that thev never

. . .. .. . . -- 3 . . .

are a cup of coffee and a laygh actually checked

their facts due to budget constraints. But surely
the larger newspapers such as the New York
Times or the Washington Post would be able to
send a few reporters to Iraq and Kuwait to actu-
ally check the stories. Or it could be that the
twelve corporations who own most of the major
news media are just being protective of their
good friends in the government, but this would
require one to believe that a conspiracy is taking
place. Whatever the reason, it is clear that inves-
tigative reporters were prevented by their supe-
riors from discovering or revealing too much
about the other side's story.

This is why, when other countries view
our national media, they are amazed at the jin-
goism, and are shocked at how similar it seems
to official government propaganda. Once you
start to look for these sorts of perspectives in
mainstream media, it is amazing how often the
media presents only one side of a story, or else
trivialize one side of a story (e.g. making it
sound naive or unpopular). Wag the Dog's beau-
ty is that it exposes how willing the media is to
report what the Administration suggests. Some
reviewers have summarized the movie by say-
ing, "The movie is funny, but too unrealistic; in
real life, the media would not be so gullible."
More careful analysis of the media in real life,
however, reveals that the movie, while not true,
is not that implausible.

If you are interested in learning more
about the media's role in American politics, and
how dependent they are on political leaders,
there is a significant amount of research you can
consult. Noam Chomsky, for example, has writ-
ten many carefully researched books about the
media. A good introduction to his work is The
Chomsky Reader; you can also read Deterring
Democracy, Necessary Illusions, Year 501, and
other of his books for some very surprising facts
about the media. For more current information,
you can try to find Z Magazine, which often cri-
tiques mainstream media (and also runs
Chomsky's articles). Go see Wag the Dog and
laugh about how ridiculous it is; then read
Noam Chomsky for a chilling account of just
how accurate the basic premise is.
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In this edition we look at the perils of dat-
ing interracially. Our special guest columnist is Ed
Ballard.

Ed Ballard is a large Afro-Native
American who carries a lunch box and wears
bowling shoes for the sake of fashion... Turn to the
left... fashion...

Q: I'm dating this guy and his sister is a Nazi. So,
uh, I've been invited to dinner at their house. I'm
a Jew and I don't know if I should cut out on
them or go just to piss her off. What should I do?

A: Young lady, your course of action is all but laid out
for you: piss her off.. a lot. If there is one thing that I've
learned about Nazis, it is that when all has been said
and done, they enjoy being the butt of a good hearty joke
or being flouted. This is a doubly accurate statement if
the derision they receive is at the hands a black or a Jew.
Also, if you really want her to appreciate you, dump
your boyfriend and shtoop one of hers. Next victim!

Q.There's this, like, this friend of mine (who in
no way shape or form resembles me) and he like,
um, has some pets. Which might I add, there is
nothing wrong with... nothing at all. Anyway,
one day this guy was caught by his girlfriend
sharing a very tender, albeit stark raving naked,
moment with his burro Manuel. She actually
broke up with me after that... do you think she
has you know issues?

A: .... Manuel...?

Q: Yeah, um, I'm dating an Afro- American

By Amanda C. Stevens

I am a skeptic. I have no qualms about
questioning anything and everything. One of my
primary rules is "Don't believe it, if you can't see
it." One of the subject that falls under this umbrel-
la is that of aliens. As a skeptic, therefore, I must
expose the entire alien abduction conspiracy for
the crap it really is.

I must be the last person in the United States
of America who has not been picked up and probed
in some demented manner by
aliens. I ai' beginning to believe
that nearly every American I
know thinks that he has been
abducted by aliens. Perhaps you
have deluded yourself into believ-
ing that you, too, have been on the
"mother ship."

I have one friend in par-
ticular who insists on calling me
to relate his latest experience. I
have now heard the same played
out story nearly a thousand
times. It usually begins with a
nhnn ci rcn f aL1 4 m I ti-k - ulin -ha
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ringing beast and my friend Ahpo ozonaah-

whines "I can't get any sleep tonight because 'They'
came for me again." I think to myself, "O dear God,
not again". This is what comes from staying up all
night with Jack Daniels. I almost even say, why of all
the people in America would 'They' choose you to
pick up? Why not a Nobel Laureate or the
President? My friend is an unusually ordinary per-
son with a minimum wage job, a minimum cumu-
lative grade point, and a minimally exciting life.

female with these two really huge... ferrets, and
I was just wondering-

A: HEY!!! That's quite enough stories from the Richard
Gere playbook, thank you. Next!

Q.I am, what I guess you would call, a dwarf. My
girly-girl, it so happens, is an Albanian center for
her country's professional basketball league.
Everything about this relationship has, so far,
made me happier than a wild boar in slop but
there's just one problem...Whenever we get
together to go to the movies she leans over to the
ticket guy and says, "One adult and one child
please." Then she starts to laugh and laugh and
roll around on the floor as I sheepishly pay and
apologize for her behavior. What I want to know
is... are all honkies this cheap??? I mean
godamn!!!

A: My ottoman-sized friend, you couldn't be more right
about honkies. Just make your yeti-like associate know
that if she doesn't start pulling her weight (which, I
understand, in her case is no easy task) you will stop...
performing, if you catch my drift. Remember even
though you may be from the Diminutive Republic, you
are still a brother, and we all know that the heat of the
meat is directly proportional to the angle of the dangle.
If she somehow does not respond to this threat, (hard to
imagine , I know,) take a page from the book of many
successful people, and kick her while she's down.

Q: I belong to a modest sorority of some fifty or
so young women. Last summer we turned down
an offer to pose for Playboy in the Riviera.

However, I breath deeply, listen halfheartedly, and
go down the road I have traveled too many times
before. I ask "Did 'They' take you after you mastur-
bated again because 'They' know you're in a weak-
ened state?"

My friend responds enthusiastically, "Yes,
how did you know? I was lying in bed, nearly on
the verge of sleep. And suddenly this horrible loud
noise paralyses my body. Three alien beings enter
the room and 'They' regard me coldly like a science
experiment. And that's just what I am to them,

don't you understand? We were
transported aboard their galactic
star cruiser and there I was
restrained with invisible space
restraints and 'They' began their
sick experiments on me. I was
naked of course."

At this point my mind
begins to wander and I usually
find that depending on my
friend's sexual tastes at that time
his alien abduction somehow ful-
fills a particular fantasy. For
example, if he's on a S & M kick
ht e th ere i s m XIII k Jin d LI f i i Ifl

-- tt.. J.l tLl LAt L ._WI ,. 1. l o )ll W-i All LU UJ Vl 1. lllLSecree nanserrr.. experimentation such as a beat-
ing or an alien walks on his face in high heel shoes.
Perhaps even electrodes are attached to him
because the aliens seem to enjoy finding out where
human beings are most vulnerable. Sometimes
there is the occasional organ removal or accidental
amputation of various important bit and pieces. At
the end of the ordeal, my friend insists "Then
'They' tagged me with a special receptor in my
brain and you know that's why we always get bad

Mainly because many of us already agreed to
work full-time on maintaining the Fulbright

Sscholarships we won . We don't communicate
very well, but one thing we have noticed is that
we have an almost unnatural predilection for
darker skinned men. Particularly, African or
Native American men. Is this a problem?

A: I regret that you did not contact me sooner. I do not
mean to alarm you but YOU ARE IN GRAVE DAN-
GER. The only way this situation can be remedied is
immediate and personal counseling by yours truly.
Please don't endanger yourself by seeking help else-
where. Also, I have a ,shorter. . . er. . . brother who can
also help you and your friends. Godspeed my child.

Q. My son is given to vacuuming a lot more, in
fact, then I thought was healthy for a young man.
So I began to stake out his hoover and what I dis-
covered was startling. Sometimes he dons
speedos and dances in front of the mirror with
the hose part. Once, when he thought I wasn't
home he covered himself in raspberry jam then-

A: Mother?!?...Ahem, thats' all for today thank you.
'Til next time....remember it's nothing personal, just
have your momma pay me by the end of the week.

Ed Ballard is a syndicated schmoo,
with a degree in lap dancing from the Dinah
Shore Charm School in Topeka, Kansas. This
column is the result of Philip Russo's unend-
ing whining.

reception on my car's radio. I was then transported
back into my own bed and nothing was different.
It was like I wasn't even gone. Then I called you
before I forgot what happened."

I sometimes wonder to myself, why didn't
the aliens give the subject a special forgetting shot.
I mean 'They' can travel for thousands of light
years, why don't 'They' have a brain eraser? In the
end I finally say, "That's terrible. I hope it doesn't
ever happen again."

I am certain that future generations will
make fun of us for this obsession we have with
aliens. Our collective consciousness has been com-
pletely infiltrated with the little buggers. For
instance, we all know that 'They' have huge black
eyes and large heads, with tiny bodies. For some
reason 'They' have no apparent clothing or sexual
organs. These other worldly creatures appear on
everything from tee-shirts and posters to coffee
mugs. Some day we will look back on the 1990's
and feel embarrassed for the same reason that past
generations have hung their heads in shame over
such objects as the Pet Rock and the Hula Hoop.
Our only response to such inquires as to what we
were thinking will be to sheepishly grin and shuffle
our feet. Perhaps you might even hear yourself say-
ing "The National Inquirer seemed like a credible
primary source of information at the time."

In conclusion, I hope that I do piss some-
one or something off up there in the cosmos with
my skeptical opinions. I bet all the true believes are
thinking "It would serve her right if they did beam
her up." That would be fine with me. I have always
wanted to meet Elvis in person. Furthermore, there
would be one more plot for the X-Files.
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CHIN SLINKY
By Lowell Yaeger

Say what you want about Ween; at
least they give you your money's worth.

At three-plus hours, Ween's latest
visit to the New York area was a delightful
but exhausting performance. They answered
the unspoken question of every Ween fan at
the show ("will they play <insert song
here>?") by playing as much of their discog-
raphy as they could -- in short, too much of a
good thing.

After years of listening to them, I still
cannot adequately distinguish between the
two members of Ween. I'm almost sure that
Aaron Freeman is known as "Gene" Ween, and
he handled most of the vocal duties, while his
brother, "Dean" Ween, aka Mickey
Melchondio, played an adequate, if not
entirely stunning, lead guitar.

The band opened with "The Mollusk",
the title track off of their new album, where
Freeman proceeded to sing in a "so Yes it
hurts" falsetto while his "brother",
Melchondio, laid down some intricate skronk
to the delight of the mixed
(stoners/Deadheads/NYU pompous asses)
crowd. That led straight into "Spinal
Meningitis (Got Me Down)", a truly disturb-
ing number that found Freeman squeaking
"Why they wanna see my spine, mommy?" in
the voice of a terrified infant.

By Marlo Allison Del Toro

I admit it: I think the Spice Girls are okay. For
pre-teens. I mean, when I was twelve I listened to
Tiffany and Paula Abdul, which are of the same
renre maybe, in certain circles, DOD is in. So, I

g - , -- , -- _

thought a self-parody film of
them would be amusing.
Having written that, I am
now sad to report that Bob
Spiers' Spice World is a sea-
soning disaster.

Spice World is supposed
to be a week-in-the-life-of-
the-Spice Girls comedy, but
I'm tempted to label it, as
some Spice-bashers do, a hor-
ror flick. Horror as in it is
scary that a group of people
got together, scripted, filmed,
and edited this junk and
thnuiiht it wa s good. Well. it

deserves the zero stars it How long ca,

earned. The movie is chock full of semi-related
sub-plots (like that other winner, Gary Altman s
Ready to Wear) and Peter Brady-like, my voice is
changing, sing-alongs.

The songs in Spice World were all obviously
pre-taped, and much worse versions of the Girls
tracks. Their producer definitely didn' t do a good
job. But, if the Spice Girls don t care, then oh well.
An even drearier musical moment came when
Meatloaf (Dennis the bus driver) said that he loved
the girls, would do anything for them, but he
won't do that.

The first half of the show was
absolutely perfect. For the most part, Ween
are richly endowed with every quality a great
live band has:
everyone knows
the songs well
enough that no
set-list is needed
(they even took a
few requests);
everyone seems to
like everyone else,
so there's no ten-
sion; and the band
seems to be gen-
uinely happy
about performing
-- I haven't seen The boys from Ween take a ni,
goofy "gosh, it's
fun to play" smiles like this since Fishbone.
But knowing Ween, those smirks might have
just been grimaces of strychnine gas.

The band worked their way through
all of Ween's albums with the speed and
attention to detail of a dental hygienist.
Highlights included a rousing rendition of
"Mister, Would You Please Help My Pony?",
the obscure non-album track "Puerto Rican
Power", and the anthemic "Don't Get 2 Close
(2 My Fantasy)".

Ween has the remarkable ability to
pair hysterically obnoxious lyrics with amaz-
ing songwriting, something that stood out

I won't do that, is someting tne Uiris snouia
have said when some of these scenes were pro-
posed to them. Luckily a few of the worst were left
on the cutting room floor, including the scene from
the preview in which one of the Girls says that she
is hot and needs a fan. Just then a 12-year-old runs

in screaming and then runs
out, and the Girls then say,
"That feels much better.
"Victoria (Posh Spice) specif-
ically should have had prob-
lems with the script. Not
only was hers the most one-
dimensional character, it
was especially obvious that
the girl can t dance. In the
army/dance scene the cam-
era often cuts her out of the
shots, or the camera angle
changes just before she was
supposed to turn, shake, or
shimmy. I'm sure it's not

n the fame last? only because she s fashion
conscious that the director put her in a mini-skirt
and pumps when the other girls were in combat
fatigues. The restrictive clothing made it so that
Vicky wasn't expected to do the tricky stunts.

The other Spices didn't have any defining
moments like Posh's, but they all need to work on
their dancing and body tone. After all, they aren' t
really singers they're entertainers.

As Thom, 26 of Bay Shore, said, "This movie
fucking sucked balls and not in a good way." So,
although I know several 8-year-olds that desper-
ately want to see this film, I wouldn' t suggest that

even more so live than it does on record.
Tracks that seemed like throwaway jokes on
record, like "The Golden Eel" and "The

Stallion Pt. 3", took on a life of
their own when performed by
a live band.
Unfortunately, the band began

to overstay its welcome. The
show lost its continuity shortly
after the second hour, and the
obviously tired band began to
throw songs at random out to
the crowd. Not bothering to
take a break for an encore, the
band pushed doggedly ahead,
breaking off into improvisa-
tional jams that went nowhere7~iso'eV and dIdanothIng II t0e time

Scold shower an d did nothing. By the time
the keyboardist -- ,an oddball

who looked like a cross between MacGyver,
the dad from The Hogan Family, and John Tesh
-- performed a straight-faced world music
solo, things had gotten pretty far out of hand.

Royal Fingerbowl opened with a not-
entirely-irritating set of folk and rock -- not to
mention a Jimi Hendrix cover. Quite a motley
crue: a hardcore drummer, a bummy looking
guitarist-singer who played sitting down, and
an upright bassist with a tie-dyed Star Of
David shirt and a long blonde ponytail. They
didn't blow me away, but compared to some
of the other opening acts I've seen, they were
a breath of fresh air.

any aault waste tienr monlleuy oun YpiLe vvunu.

Spicy Horror
I have a suggestion that may make Spice World

bearable. The idea came to me partly because
Meatloaf, who pops up several times during the
movie, first starred in The Rocky Horror Picture
Show.

As we all know, Rocky Horror isn't a movie
masterpiece. The best part of the movie is the audi-
ences ability to laugh at the stupidity of the char-
acters and the movie s cheesiness. Since Spice World
seems to have this same attribute, as shown
through the uproarious laughter every time one of
the girls TRIED to make a joke, I think we the peo-
ple should make it into a movie classic in the same
fool-hearty way.

First whenever Meatloaf shows up on screen
the entire audience should yell, "Eddie."
Secondly, when Geri (Ginger Spice) says, "Girl
Power," the audience could yell, "Bullwinkle.
Finally," as the kicker, during the spittle scene the
audience could spray each other using seltzer bot-
tles.

Other suggestions include: requiring that the
audience come dressed in platforms, shimmying-
along during "Spice Up Your Life", peppering
other audience members with spices every time
the word bum is said or every time a bum is seen,
and yelling, "Suck it Baby", whenever Emma
(Baby Spice) is sucking on a lolly-pop.

Anyone interested in starting a Spicy Horror
Picture Show event with me, please email (mdel-
toro@ic.sunysb.edu).
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By Steveoh!

Writer Emeritus
Alumnus Extraordinaire
All-Around Good Guy

The Rolling Stones at Madison Square Garden
January 14, 1998

My friend Sean called me up two days
ago and asked me if I would want to see the
Stones. I already saw them at Giants Stadium dur-
ing their "Voodoo Lounge" tour, yet I literally
jumped at the chance to see them again at the
Garden for $85. So I consummated the deal with
an emphatic "Yes!" The Fucking Rolling Stones at
the Fucking Garden! Whoo-hoo!

The plans were for me to meet Sean and
his girlfriend, Corrine, at Mustang Sally's at 6pm.
Being that I work on the east side, I left my office
at 5:30 and took the M42 Crosstown bus. I had
never taken this before. The driver, a heftier
Shirley Hemphill with a gracious smile, narrated
all the sights on 42nd Street with the voice of a
hypnotist. She offered us such nuggets of informa-
tion like "This is Grand Central Terminal. If you go
inside and look up, you will see a star map.
Because of the bright lights of New York City, you
can't see stars at night. But you can at Grand
Central. But be careful not to hurt your neck! "or
my favorite" This is the New York Public Library.
Oh no, this isn't a library where you can rent out
books! They have all artifacts for you to look at! If

you try to take a book out, my friends Mr. and
Mrs. Security Guard will take you away!" All this
for $1.50! I considered myself fortunate! I got off aft
7th Avenue and accidentally took the 1-9 Express
downtown. I had wanted to get off at 28th Street,
but I got dropped off at 14th, so I jumped off and
took the 2-3 back uptown, where I got off at Penn
Station. Disaster was neatly averted

I met Sean and Corrine at Mustang
Sally's, a bar/restaurant on 28th and 7th. We got a
table in the back and ordered. Corinne ordered
corned beef, while Sean and I both ordered
Reubens and a plate of Buffalo Wings. If you ever
go to Mustang Sally's, order the Reuben. It's mmm
mmm good! We then paid our bill and headed for
the Garden early because we had an extra ticket to
sell. The Garden was packed with scalpers and
news crews. MTV was there with all different
reporters. They were doing a story on scalping. By
the way, every single one of the MTV reporters
were very good-looking. Sean took off to sell his
ticket, and Corrine and I walked around, trying to
get our faces in the background of an interview.
We were interviewed by a gorgeous newswoman
from NBC. I think her name was Vicky or some-
thing like that. She was absolutely breathtaking.
Unfortunately we didn't make the cut for the 11
o'clock news. Screw them. Anyway, Sean sold his
ticket and we headed to our seats.

Our seats were located behind the stage.
It was frustrating to watch Fiona Apple jiggle
around and not see her bellybutton. So the three of
us walked around. What struck us as odd was the

high number of handicapped people at the con-
cert. There had to be at least 50 people in wheel-
chairs. Not that handicapped people shouldn't go
to concerts, but I found it pretty odd. It was also
strange that waiters sold bottles and glasses of
champagne. I can honestly say I have never seen
that before at a concert where you can pronounce
the performer's name. At around 9:30, the Stones
came out. It's needless to tell you that they were
beyond amazing. I implore everybody to see them
perform live at least once. It's mind-boggling to
see 55-year-old men run around like 6-year-olds
for three straight hours. Everybody was standing
and dancing and singing - except for the couple
next to me. I would say they were in their early
thirties, probably doctors. They just had that look.
Not that doctors have a look, but I just got that
feeling. Anyway, for three hours, they sat there or
just stood like cardboard cutouts. The guy knew
"Honky Tonk Woman" and he picked up "Jumpin'
Jack Flash" halfway through the song. She was
totally uninterested. I wanted to ask them why
they were there, but I chose not to awaken them
from their naps. They left DURING the first song
of the encore, which was "Sympathy for the
Devil." What a waste of $170, in my opinion. The
concert ended at 12, and all was well with the
world, except for the old guy who sat in front of
me who had a horrible stench. Did you ever notice
how the older people get, the more they smell like
death? Anyway, next time around, go see the
Stones. Before Keith dies.

WUSB 90.1 FM TOP 30
January 19, 1998

1.curve: chinese burn (universal)

2.doktor kosmos: coctail (minty fresh)

3.hum: downward is heavenward (rca)

4.recoil: unsound methods (reprise)

5.aquarhythms: greetings from... (astralwerks)

6.dj shadow: preemptive strike (mowax)

7.yamo: time pie (hypnotic)

8.for against: shelf life (world dom)

9.fatboy slim: better living...(astralwerks)

10.imani capola: chupacabra (columbia)

11.joy electric: robot rock (bec)

12.his name is alive: nice day (4ad)

13.david poe: s/t (epic)

14.peter gratton: $203 in library fines! (really)

15.dirtys: you should be sinnin (crypt)

16.biosphere: substrata (thirst ear)

17.komputer: world of tomorrow (mute)

18.young pioneers: fall of richmond (lookout)

19.bardo pond: lapsed (matador)

20.cramps: big beat from badsville (epitaph)

21.free kitten: sentimental education (killrockstars)

22.chico banks: candy lickin man (evidence)

23.arcana: arc of testimony (island)

24.the dave chow experience: monkey time (bar none)

25.verbena: souls for sale (sentanta)

26.promise ring: nothing feels good (jade tree)

27.1aika: sounds of satellites (too pure)

28.apples in stereo: tone soul evolution (spinart)

29.velour 100: of color bright (tooth and nail)

30.rodeo boy: how is it where you are (sit n spin)

Kenyon Hopkin 516-632-65(0
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FEATURES

By Guy Cleveland

GOONS IN THE MIST is a series that uses an anthropo-
logical approach to study a person on campus known as the
Goon. The Goon is a great mystery, one of the most unique
humans who has ever walked the earth, and deserves a
great deal of intense scrutiny. Hopefully, this study will
provide that scrutiny.
Continued from previous issue....

...when I saw the large shape with the
unmistakable hair and beard form a shadow in that
circle of light, I knew I was in trouble. I froze like a
deer caught in the headlights of an oncoming truck,
but it did no good -- the Goon, in his natural habitat,
saw as clearly as if it were day.

He ran forward and grabbed me by the
waist in a semi-bear hug. My mind was racing. I can't
accurately recall the experience, simply because I was
so confused. The Goon's friend grabbed my helmet
and tore it off.

"You're that Cleveland guy who's been writ-
ing 'about me in The Press!" the Goon roared.

I said nothing. Even if I could calm down
enough to speak, I couldn't think of anything to say.
The last shred of rational thought I possessed told me
to make choking sounds, to ease the bear hug and buy
time while I thought of an excuse.

"Buh! Buh!" I cried.
He loosened his arms and I slid to the floor,

still choking. I ran a hand over my chest. The area
where the Goon had grabbed me was warm, but
intact and unbruised.

"Bug exterminator," I said after clearing my
throat one last time. "I'm a bug exterminator."

The Goon looked at me suspiciously and
took a step back. His friend poked him in the shoul-
der and said in a thick Eastern European accent, "I
think he may be telling thuh truthski. Look at theese
helmet!"

I relaxed a little bit as the Goon's face soft-
ened. Then his features hardened again, and he said,
"What are you doing under my bed?"

"I had to poke around the, uh, your, furni-
ture. And I fell in."

"And into the tunnel in the wall?" asked the
Goon.

Oh well.
He grabbed me by the throat and pushed me

up against the wall. "You ARE that Cleveland guy!"
"I don't know who you're talking about," I

sputtered, my voice choked by the hand on my throat.
His hand was so big that it engulfed my throat fully,
and took in a good bit of shoulder in the process.

"Shut up!" he yelled. He looked at me for a
minute, unsure of what to do. The look on his face
was one of desperation and bewilderment, but it did-
n't seem like he was going to do anything violent.

Then they threw the burlap bag over my
head, grabbed me by the chest and legs, and carried
me off. I was roughly folded in half, shoved into what
felt like a rough box, and it was more than an hour
before I could finally wriggle into a position that
allowed me to pull the bag off of my head.

The Goon and his companion had gone
upstairs and left me in a kind of wrought-iron con-
traption made from steel chair legs and heavy twine.

No one else was in the room. I was in the
chamber directly below the Goon's bed, which had
been moved back over the hole. My knees were an
inch deep in damp cigarette filters. I stood, stretching
my legs and wincing at the stiffness I found there.

The bed above me creaked slightly, and I

heard muffled voices. I prayed it was still the Goon's
friend, and not his female friend. While my scientific
curiosity allows me to view without judgment much
that others might find repugnant, watching the Goon
engage in intercourse is just too much for me to handle.

I shook one of the "bars" of my cage and
found it loose. In fact, all of the bars were loose. It was
obvious that the Goon had never actually kept any-
thing' in here before. I hypothesized that it might have
been a play fort at one time, but I sincerely doubt the
Goon could fit his girth between its narrow walls. I
doubt even his friend could fit there. I was having
trouble myself. When I pushed one of the bars and
pulled the one perpendicular to it, the heavy twine
joint snapped, and the entire structure collapsed.

Thanks to the cigarette filters, the crash was
minimal. I looked around for my helmet, couldn't
find it and decided I could just build a new one. That
didn't help my current position, though.

What could I do to escape? I thought des-
perately. They were clearly upstairs, so I couldn't just
scurry out. But maybe by providing them with a dis-
traction, they would lose their bearings and give me
the few precious seconds I needed to escape. The tan-
talizing thought that a dorm hallway was less than
ten feet away was tormenting, to say the least.

Realizing I was probably going to get hurt
but equally sure that if I stayed I was going to get
made into anthropologist l'orange, I reached up so
my hand was underneath the bed, above the rim of
the hole I was in but below the slightly squeaky mat-
tress above me. My hand closed around the nearest
bed leg and I pushed as hard as I could.

It worked even better than I had planned.
The opposite end of the bed, at the other side of the
room, slid over the edge of the hole and crashed into
the pit. My wrist was bent back as the bed slipped
and fell, and my head saw stars when the bed's metal
rim struck my forehead.

Determined to escape, I wriggled free of the
furniture, crawled around it, and almost made it out of
the pit when the Goon, his eyes blazing with pain and
rage, grabbed my ankle and dragged me towards him.

The smell was awful. Based on his relative
lack of smell before, I assumed that the stench's inten-
sity and depth was dependent on the Goon's emo-
tional state. Rage was one of those emotions that
made it flare up, thick and chunky. I gagged and then
gagged harder as he grabbed me by the throat.

"Look. We have to work something out," I
choked. "If I'm not back in a little while, people are
going to come looking for me."

This comment appeared to have no impact
on the Goon. His expression remained featureless.
Maybe he was thinking about something else, I don't
know. I repeated myself, to make sure he heard, but
he cut me off.

"Are you going to write any more articles?"
he asked.

"We should write some articles about heem
in the Presski," barked his friend.

"You're a little twerp," the Goon said to me.
"Why don't you go half-fuck yourself, you little
twerp?"

"What does that mean?" I asked. The bed, in
a precarious position already, sank another foot under
the weight of the Goon, his friend, and myself.

"What does what mean?" he growled.
"'Go half-fuck yourself.' Who talks like that?"

I was genuinely bewildered.
He flung me to the floor of the main room

and then climbed off the bed after me. The sudden
impact knocked the wind out of me, and I found
myself unable to speak.

"You have to let him go," said the Goon's
friend. "He's right. People weell come looking for
heem."

The Goon froze, and his stony pensive fea-
tures softened somewhat. His rigid upper lip
resumed its characteristic half-witted lift and the dull
light glittered off his hairy gums and teeth. I noticed
that his stomach moved of its own accord while he
thought. The air whistled in and out of his nostrils,
which flared rhythmically, and the bulge of his gut
pulsated monstrously to the same beat. Could his
stomach be prehensile?

"Meet me tomorrow at the shrimp bar in
Bleacher's. We'll talk there," he said. Then he picked
me up by the neck again, opened the door, and threw
me out into the hallway. His door crashed shut; I col-
lapsed into a ball and shuddered helplessly.

The Goon had already worked his way
through a large plate of peeled shrimp by the time I
arrived the next day. Of course, I didn't come alone; I
had three friends observing from throughout the cafe-
teria, and a fourth stationed at the door.

"Why do you write about me?" the Goon
asked. No "hello," no "so did you like my place," just
"why do you write about me?"

The question was understandable, I guess.
"Because you're different."

"You're a little faggot," he said. "I hate you,
you four-eyed little faggot."

I whipped out my notebook and wrote
down that he likes to use the word "faggot" derogato-
rily. He reached for it to grab it and take it, but decid-
ed to get more shrimp instead.

"When are you going to stop?" he asked.
"As soon as I'm done," I said.
He pressed one chubby hand against the

exposed skin of my forearm. Up until now, all physi-
cal contact had been through clothing; this was my
first flesh-on-flesh experience with the Goon. The
skin began to prickle and itch, and when he with~drew
his hand, it had left a bright red blister-ridden band,
from my elbow to my wrist.

I whimpered in pain and staggered away.
My mind was running, but more than anything else, I
needed to get to a bathroom, to wash it off. A strange
smell was already beginning to rise from my arm.

"This is the last one," he said. "No more."
"Okay!" I screamed. "Okay! Just don't touch

me again!"
So this is, indeed, the last one. Fearing for

my (social) life and having already transgressed as
many boundaries as I'm allowed, I've shut down the
project. I've certainly seen some fascinating things,
though. And my arm is starting to heal! The derma-
tologist couldn't identify the infection, but it isn't
spreading, and the heavy duty anti-bacterial cream
seems to be making a dent. The blisters don't itch as
much and the smell is completely gone.

So what can we conclude from this semester-
long journey into the heart (or stomach) of darkness?
Pages and pages of scholarly analysis? A short sum-
mation of the Goon's existence? These things are for
those that come after me, the students and professors
who study the observations made by myself.
Previous installments of GOONS IN THE MIST will
certainly speak for themselves as they stand the test
of time and enable others, smarter and braver than I,
to pursue the Goon throughout his travels so that sci-
ence might understand... and one day accept.

The Goon isn't quite human, but he isn't
quite a monster, either. He's just a big fat person who
smells really bad.
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Instructions:
Select an outfit, or any combi-

nation of outfits. Cut out Candy's
body and the clothes you want, and
attach them to her frame.

Put your creation on the cover
of a student newspaper and wait two
months. Then watch the news vans
roll in!

Enjoy!
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